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Abstract 

The privacy and security of communication in the Internet are gaining increased public 

interest. Highly popular Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) technology allows the use 

of easy, versatile and low-cost Internet communication solutions. There are, however, 

privacy and security concerns and threats related to VoIP-based communication, just 

like with any traffic transmitted over the public Internet. Possibility to integrate a VoIP 

solution as part of self-made applications is also important for many organizations. The 

problem is to find a low cost solution which provides possibility for integration, good 

level of security and privacy, and also acceptable service quality in varying wireless 

network conditions.  

This thesis examined the fundamentals of VoIP technology, reasons and background of 

security threats, and presented the ways to mitigate the risks. Based on this information, 

publicly available communication solutions were searched and evaluated using Quality 

Function Deployment (QFD) derived method. The products were compared from the 

perspective of privacy and security they provide, taking into account in particular the 

purchase and operating costs, and connectivity into self-made applications. The best 

solution from the comparison was also taken to further tests for service availability and 

video quality Mean Opinion Score (MOS) in the real-world mobile network. The 

measurements aimed to reveal how the solution performs in different radio network 

conditions, and what kind of video quality it can offer. 

The research results show that there were a few good solutions available based on 

search criteria. The best solution, Linphone, was taken to the further quality tests in the 

live 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE) network. Measurements revealed that Linphone 

can provide satisfactory quality and reliability even on poor network conditions, and 

also secure the traffic seemingly well. Only some minor problems with video stream 

starting were found during the tests. For the future work I would suggest more 

measurements using different wireless network technologies including Wi-Fi. The real 

protocol level security analysis of Linphone would also reveal if there are any security 

pitfalls in the current implementation. 
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1. Introduction 

Privacy of communication in Internet services has become a major topic of debate 

during the past couple of years. There was an interest in this issue also earlier, but 

disclosures made in particular by the former NSA employee Edward Snowden about the 

massive network reconnaissance by the US administration has attracted increasing 

interest in security and privacy of communication. At the same time, voice and video 

calls are switching increasingly into the Internet and IP-based services. This 

development allows fixed price diversified communications around the world, and is 

also a prerequisite that communication is no longer a phone manufacturer or telephone 

operator dependent service, and can be controlled by the independent software 

applications. There are various commercial and open source software solutions which 

promise to provide secure voice and video communication over the Internet. In this 

thesis we research whether an individual or a small business is able to protect its 

communication using one of these solutions, and how well such a solution would 

perform in wireless network in varied radio environments. 

1.1 Purpose of the study 

The purpose of this study is to find suitable solution for secure voice, video, and 

messaging communications for mobile devices from private individuals and small 

business perspective. The primary criteria for the qualification are cost, quality, security 

level and ease of integration into self-made applications. With quality we refer to lack 

of software errors, Quality of Service (QoS), Quality of Experience (QoE) and service 

availability. The study starts with the literature research on IP-based communication 

security. Secure solutions are then sought, classified and compared on the basis of 

criteria found in the literature study. Next the candidates are compared and the best 

solution is selected for QoS and QoE measurements in varying network conditions. 

This study also served purpose for another thesis made in the Department of 

Information Processing Science at the University of Oulu. The thesis Open Visual 

Guidance System for Mobile Senior Citizen by Korvala and Raappana (2015) studied 

the teleguidance system for senior citizen, and the latest technology that could be used 

for elderly people's health care. Korvala and Raappana researched integrating of the real 

world with virtual reality to improve the connectivity between the caregivers and the 

senior citizens. They build a simulation system which needed a secure communication 

channel for voice calls, video calls and real-time data between caregivers and clients. 

This thesis helped to find suitable secure solution for this purpose. The measurements 

performed in this thesis will also reveal if low cost or free secure communication 

solution can be utilized with this kind of projects in the future.  

1.2 Research question and concepts 

The main research question for this thesis is: Is it possible for an individual or a small 

business to protect their communication using readily available Internet-based 

solutions? The thesis approaches this question two ways. First part of this research 

studies the methods for securing voice and video calls, and attempts to find products or 

solutions from the market which provide secure methods in particular for mobile 

devices connected to the Internet. The main goal of the first part is to examine concepts 
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of IP-based communication privacy and security, and to find, compare and choose the 

best solution for the intended usage. 

The second part of the research selects the best solution from first part benchmarking 

results and puts it into real-world test by analyzing Quality of Service (QoS) and 

Quality of Experience (QoE) of the solution. Measurement system, key metrics and 

criteria are first defined and then practical measurements are performed and analyzed. 

The main objective of the second part is to assess QoS and QoE levels the secure 

solution found in part one can offer. By analyzing the measurement results, it can be 

concluded if solution is applicable in contemporary wireless and cellular networks. 

1.3 Research method and framework 

Quantitative research methods emphasize objective measurements and statistical, 

mathematical or numerical analysis of data collected. Quantitative research focuses on 

gathering numerical data about variables, and generalizing it to explain relationships 

between variables or a particular phenomenon. Variable in quantitative research means 

something that can be measured and compared with numerical data. Metric is a tool to 

gather quantitative data from the research subject. It is also used to turn verbal or other 

non-numerical information to quantitative format. (Vilkka, 2007, p.13-14.) 

This thesis uses quantitative methods for evaluation research. The main objective of 

quantitative evaluation research is to provide an evaluation of the merits or qualities of 

some artifact, which can be for example a policy, software program, system, model or 

method. The goal of this thesis is the evaluation of innovation, in this case IP-based 

communication solutions, using quantitative methods. The research framework for 

evaluation research in information systems science is described by March and Smith 

(1995) and explained by Järvinen (2004). They describe mainly the process of 

evaluating the results of constructive design science, but the same methods can be 

applied for evaluation of any innovation realization or instantiation. The main stages in 

research framework suggested by Järvinen (2004) are: selection of object(s) for 

evaluation, development of evaluation framework, development and validation of 

measurement instruments, performance of evaluation, presenting results and finally the 

discussion.  

This thesis applies the evaluation framework described by Järvinen and utilizes it to 

perform evaluation for two research goals defined in section 1.2. Methods used for the 

first part of the research are literature research for Internet-based communication 

security and privacy methods, and Internet search for solution candidate selection. Then 

quantitative method is defined and applied for benchmarking the solutions found on the 

Internet search. The best solution is selected using Pugh Concept Selection Process 

method (Pugh, 1981), which is based on comprehensive Quality Function Deployment 

(QFD) methodologies (Cohen, 1997). The Pugh Concept Selection Matrix is used to 

rank the solutions based on criteria and requirements. The solution with the highest 

score is selected for further quality measurements and analysis in the second part of this 

research. 

For the second part of the research, concepts, measurement metrics and instruments for 

network and video quality are defined. Measurement scenarios are then introduced with 

hypothesis on probable outcome. Next, practical field measurements are performed in 

wireless network using instruments and metrics defined, logging the needed quantitative 

data for post-processing. Finally the measurement results are analyzed and conclusions 

are drawn from the gathered data.  
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1.4 Results reporting 

The results of the first part service evaluation will be presented in QFD style table, 

presenting the solutions, benchmarking criteria and scoring. The criteria will be 

weighted by the importance, and the total score and ranking for each solution is 

calculated. The exact QFD method used is Pugh Concept Selection Process. 

The second part results are reported as numbers calculated using the key metrics 

defined. Statistical reports are used to summarize QoS and QoE results for chosen 

solution in different measurement scenarios. The report includes numerical data in 

tables, graphs and maps. The main interest is in average Mean Opinion Score (MOS) on 

video call quality measured in various network conditions. 

1.5 Limitations 

The study will be restricted to researching communication solution running in mobile 

devices and targeted for individuals and small businesses. So, the search is limited to 

free or low cost solutions. Primarily, we also searched mostly for open source solutions, 

which allow level of security to be examined openly and objectively, and the evaluation 

and analysis of the solution will be not dependent on the information provided by the 

company making the product. The discussion of the encryption strength must be based 

on the standards and publicly available information. Purpose of the study is not, 

therefore, to look for a solution to achieving complete privacy and security, but a 

generally good security level. The evaluation of available solutions is based on 

information provided by developers themselves and also on data found from the Internet 

sources. The solutions in comparison are not thoroughly tested or deeply analyzed in 

this thesis, because the goal of evaluation is to find one best candidate for quality 

testing.  The best solution selected for the further quality measurements is analyzed and 

tested more profoundly.  

1.6 Significance and prior research 

Earlier research on this topic can be found pretty easily. There are plenty of articles, 

conference proceedings and books on communication encryption, data security and 

quality measurements available. To the best of our knowledge, a similar previous study, 

in which IP-based communication solutions are benchmarked for security and privacy 

against theoretical background and then tested for quality has not been found, so here's a 

chance to create new interesting information, which can be utilized directly by utilizing 

the selected product, or in further studies performing quality measurements for similar 

use cases.  

Azfar, Choo & Liu, 2014 examined Skype and nine other popular Voice over Internet 

Protocol (VoIP) applications for Android platform, and analyzed the intercepted 

communications to determine whether the captured communications traffic is encrypted. 

The results indicate that most of the applications encrypt at least parts of the 

communications, but also revealed some severe deficiencies. Gupta and Shmatikov 

(2006) presented a structured security analysis of the VoIP protocol stack. They applied 

a combination of different analysis techniques to uncover design flaws and attacks in 

protocols, most of which were caused by subtle inconsistencies how different protocol 

layers should work together. Paper by Geneiatakis, Kambourakis, Dagiuklas, 

Lambrinoudakis & Gritzalis, 2005 presents the existing security flaws in Session 

Initiaton Protocol (SIP) and describes the employed security mechanisms with critical 

analysis of them. 
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Presentation by Clark (2005) introduced problems affecting VoIP performance. Also 

measurement tools, QoS reporting protocols were presented including the VoIP 

Performance Management Architecture. He also presented QoS and QoE levels which 

should be targeted with proper VoIP service. The study by Jumisko-Pyykkö, Kumar & 

Korhonen, 2006 examined the perceived unacceptability of instantaneous but noticeable 

audio, visual and audiovisual errors in digital media streams. They generated erroneous 

streams with different levels of errors. The acceptability of errors was assessed by a 

group of people, which helped them to find out what kind of error rate was still 

acceptable. The white paper by Le Callet, Möller & Perkis, 2013 is a contribution to the 

scientific discussion about the term Quality of Experience (QoE) and its underlying 

concepts. It is a result of need to agree on a working definition for QoE term for 

multidiciplinary use. The concepts and ideas presented in their paper mainly refer to the 

Quality of Experience of multimedia communication systems, but may be helpful also 

for other areas interested in QoE. Samanchuen and Kiattisin (2014) studied video 

quality measurements with free VoIP solution. The study shows that the video 

telephony can be implemented by using free software solutions. They also evaluated 

video quality by using subjective and objective quality measurements. Different video 

codecs were compared in similar conditions by using the objective test with the 

confirmation for the subjective quality assessment. The comparison showed that H.264 

and VP8 video codecs performed the best in their test scenarios.  

1.7 Research contribution 

The main contribution of this research is to help choose secure communication solution 

which can be integrated into self-made applications. In addition, this research introduces 

methods for measuring and reporting quality of Internet-based communication 

solutions. This research also contributes to my professional work in software projects at 

Anite Finland Oy, where we are developing products for wireless network and end-user 

experience measurement. The research also provides useful information about the 

quality and usefulness of chosen communication solution for the studies like Korvala 

and Raappana (2015) and maybe some similar studies in the future.  

1.8 Structure of the thesis 

The thesis contains seven chapters. Chapter 2 provides essential background 

information on IP-based communications, security issues and resolutions. Related 

protocols, standards and encryption methods are covered. Chapter 3 presents the service 

evaluation in which available communication solutions are searched and compared. The 

best solution is chosen for further quality measurements. The concepts, metrics and 

tools for measurements are introduced in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents the 

measurement scenarios and the results of the actual quality measurement. Chapter 6 

analyzes the measurement results in detail, and finally, Chapter 7 answers the main 

research question and presents the conclusions.  
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2. Protocols, Privacy, and Security 

This chapter introduces all essential technical background information of IP-based 

communications. The concept of Internet calls, VoIP and SIP technology are presented, 

followed by an introduction to fundamentals of security, privacy and quality of service. 

Session management and media transfer with threats related to them are discussed next, 

followed by presentation of some more generic threats on privacy and security. Finally 

the techniques of securing VoIP service are discussed.  

2.1 Internet telephony, VoIP and SIP 

Internet telephony, ITP and VoIP are terms often used when describing communication 

services operating in the Internet. In this study we primarily use term VoIP (Voice over 

Internet Protocol) meaning communication service for calls connecting and transmitted 

through the Internet. The Internet has pretty much replaced the former proprietary 

systems used to transmit digital video and audio, and almost all of the wired and 

wireless communications is moving to or already migrated to the open Internet 

standards, which have been developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) 

(Sinnreich and Johnston, 2012, p. Xxv). IETF is a loosely organized group of 

developers, hardware suppliers, service providers and researchers who are working 

together to solve Internet related problems, and developing new protocols (Johnston, 

2009, p. 18). 

 

Traditional telecommunications networks are still in use and collecting lot of revenue 

for the teleoperators, but most of them are likely to be replaced by the IP-based services 

in the future. The Internet allows a flexible way to implement new ways of 

communication, such as instant messaging and video calls in parallel with traditional 

voice calls. The applications have all the intelligence in the Internet, instead of devices 

and infrastructure in traditional networks, so a centralized service management is no 

longer a requirement. (Sinnreich and Johnston, 2012, p. Xxv.) The basics of VoIP 

technology is discussed in next section. Essential protocols, terms and technology are 

introduced so that related privacy and security issues can be discussed in later sections. 

2.1.1 The basics of VoIP technology 

VoIP is based on the technology build on top of Internet Protocol (IP). Dwivedi (2009) 

equates the VoIP services similar to any other Internet traffic. In the same way as the 

networked computers normally use IP-based protocols to send and receive data in 

packets, the VoIP services are using IP and appropriate protocols to transmit digital 

audio and video data in packetized form. Just like any application data which is usually 

sent and received using a variety of application protocols such as HTTP, POP3, IMAP 

and SMTP, the VoIP services use specialized protocols for the transfer of audio, video 

and call session data. The protocols such as SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), H.323, 

and RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) are used to transmit session, audio and video 

data in the IP-based network just like any application data, utilizing the same physical 

transmission layer and other network layers. Only the application layer has additional 

protocols related to media transfer and session control. (Dwivedi, 2009, p. 9) 
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The internet protocols and their hierarchy are usually described as a stack in which the 

bottom represents the physical layer and on the top are the applications. Open Systems 

Interconnection Reference Model, also known as the OSI-model, describes the seven-

layer stack of protocols. Each of the layers uses the services provided by the lower 

layer, and itself provides service to a higher layer. OSI-model is somewhat academic, 

and the practical protocol stacks have been usually developed with respect to five-layer 

TCP/IP reference model, but both models are generally used on literature. (Kurose & 

Ross, 2013). Figure 1 shows how the VoIP protocols are positioned in the OSI-model 

and for the comparison also in the TCP/IP model. 

 

The figure shows that the VoIP protocols belong to application layer protocols in the 

TCP/IP model, but with the more descriptive OSI-model, they belong to the session 

layer, on top of which the actual VoIP application is built on presentation and 

application layers (Katz, Lukasiak, Gentie, & Meyer, 2006). 

 

 

Figure 1. VoIP protocols in OSI and TCP/IP models (Katz et al., 2006). 

The VoIP services and protocols are therefore built on top of existing and standard 

transport layer protocols, and it has not been necessary to build new protocols to support 

those. This means that VoIP is relatively straightforward technology build on existing 

standards and protocols. 

To setup a VoIP call, also servers such as Proxy Server and Registry (the SIP 

Proxy/Registrar), or H.323 Gatekeeper/Gateway are required. These are described in 

more detail in later sections, but essentially servers are used for finding and connecting 

the call parties. When the call has been established, voice and video data, essentially 

digitized audio and video signal is transferred using the RTP media protocol directly 

between the call parties. (Dwivedi, 2009, p. 10.) Figure 2 illustrates the use of protocols 

between the system entities. 
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Figure 2. Protocols in VoIP call.  

The essential protocols used for setting up VoIP calls are SIP, H.323 and nowadays 

rarely used IAX. For speech and video media transfer only RTP protocol is commonly 

used. Protocols are thus divided clearly into a session and media protocols. Session 

protocols are used for call setup and management and media protocols for transferring 

the real-time voice or video data. (Dwivedi, 2009, p. 9.) According to Sinnreich and 

Johnston (2012), the RTP is actually the only media transfer protocol used in VoIP calls 

nowadays. On the other hand, SIP protocol have become the most dominant standard 

for session management for VoIP calls and other forms of IP-based communication. In 

practice, almost all public VoIP service providers are using the SIP protocol or a 

derivative for session management, and debates on superiority between SIP, H.323 and 

other protocols has virtually ended. (Sinnreich and Johnston, 2012, p xxv.) Major global 

players such as ETSI and 3GPP have accepted and adopted the SIP protocol and other 

related IETF standards for real-time communication (Geneiatakis et al., 2005, p. 1). The 

SIP protocol has become such an important standard in the industry that the other 

session management protocols are not any way relevant anymore (Sinnreich and 

Johnston, 2012, p xxv). In this study, we also ignored other session management 

protocols from discussion altogether. 

2.1.2 Diversified communication and additional services 

In addition to voice and video calls, Presence Management (Presence) and Instant 

Messaging (IM), are also a significant part of modern VoIP services. The Presence 

means the ability of a person or device to communicate levels of availability with others 

(Camarillo, 2001, p. 113). It can be described as a shared awareness whether a person or 

a device is present and willing to be contacted (Johnston, 2009, p. 189). When 

availability is a public and shared information, other people can immediately know 

whether the person is available to answer a call or instant message (Camarillo, 2001, p. 

180).  

Instant messaging is an important part of diversified communication today, and in 

particular with the younger generation of mobile users (Digital Strategy Consulting, 

2014). In certain cases, the instant messaging can be used to replace traditional voice 

communication. This can happen for example when silence is required, or when a 

person wants to focus on several things at the same time. Instant Messaging services 

also often allow the establishment of discussion or chat groups, where two or more 

individuals can participate in the same conversation (Porter, 2006). Generally the one 

and same VoIP application combines all of these modern features as one service or 

application that can handle all communication needs required. 
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2.1.3 Fundamentals of privacy and Quality of Service 

VoIP technology is subject to privacy and security threats in the same way as any 

technology that is used to transfer confidential information over the public networks. 

Knowing the basics of technology, we can now briefly go through security threats and 

quality of service issues related to VoIP. Certain information security issues must 

always be addressed when dealing with service operating in public networks and 

specifically in the Internet. Privacy and security are important part of Internet services 

and VoIP is no different in this manner. The issues which need to be addressed are 

authentication, authorization, availability, confidentiality and integrity (Dwivedi, 2009, 

p. 13). 

The authentication process in most VoIP implementations take place in the session 

management level. Authentication is performed between server and a client when client 

is connecting to a service or is about to start a call. Media protocol, usually RTP, does 

not require separate authentication, because it is already done at the session initiation 

process. (Dwivedi, 2009, p. 13.) The digest authentication commonly used with the SIP 

servers is not however a very strong authentication method, and it involves many 

security risks which are presented in more detail in section 2.5.1 (Geneiatakis et al., 

2005, p. 4). 

Authorization can be used to guarantee better overall security in the system. One 

example would be using technical measures of allowing only certain clients to join the 

VoIP network. This could be however difficult to implement in practice, when trying to 

keep network flexible and usable at the same time. Restrictions set by the authorization 

are also usually easy to bypass with simple technical tricks. Examples of commonly 

used authorization techniques are MAC (Media Address Control) address based filtering 

and URI (Universal Resource Identified) value controlled access. (Dwivedi, 2009, s. 

13.) 

Availability and quality of service are really important aspects of VoIP networks. Users 

assume that service is available, calls can be made and voice/video quality is good when 

service is needed. Users are not known to be very patient if service is unreliable, not 

available when needed or offers bad quality or user experience. According to Camarillo 

(2001) “the best effort” service model of the Internet works well for the most of the 

services when network is not overly loaded. For end-to-end traffic like VoIP calls 

overloaded network can introduce problems. Traffic queueing into network nodes can 

lead to increased delays and possibly to packet loss, which leads to degradation of 

Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE). With audio calls this means 

distorting, cutting out or losing the audio signal. (Camarillo, 2001, s. 74.) Dwivedi 

presents some QoS methods for VoIP calls, which can be used to guarantee certain level 

of quality specifically for the VoIP packets. This kind of prioritization is used on some 

services. Also separating end-to-end voice or video traffic to its own virtual network can 

be used, but this is not very common. (Dwivedi, 2009, s. 15.) 

Confidentiality and integrity are also important part of the VoIP service, so that users 

can be certain that their conversations stay private and there is no possibility for 

eavesdropping. Integrity means that conversations are guaranteed to be transferred 

complete and unmodified between parties. (Camarillo, 2001, s 307.) The encryption of 

the VoIP traffic can be performed on both session management and media transfer 

levels. According to Dwivedi (2009) both levels are encrypted in well secure services, 

so that all the session authentication, session management and media transfer data are 

encrypted. The most common methods for encrypting the VoIP networks are IPSec 
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(Internet Protocol Security), SRTP (Secure Real-time Transport Protocol) and SSL 

(Secure Sockets Layer). IPSec encryption is a complex security method working in 

network layer of OSI model. It can be used to secure all IP traffic going through public 

and unreliable networks like the Internet. SRTP protocol is used to encrypt the media, 

which is the audio or video packets of the VoIP call. SRTP is usually implemented 

using the AES (Advances Encryption Standard) encryption. SSL encryption is 

commonly used in securing the VoIP session management. (Dwivedi, 2009, s. 15.) 

Encryption methods are discussed more in the section 2.5. 

Almost all major VoIP implementations are built on basis of SIP based session 

management and RTP based media transport. In order to understand security issues of 

the VoIP and the related protocols, the basics of protocols and their operation must be 

discussed. Section 2.2 and 2.3 describe the SIP and RTP protocols and their function in 

more detailed level, as well as most common security issues of these protocols. 

2.2 Session management and SIP protocol 

SIP is an application layer signaling protocol for starting modifying and terminating 

multimedia sessions between one or more participant (Rosenberg et al., 2002). The SIP 

message may be a request or an acknowledgment, and it always consists of the subject 

and the content of the message. A typical SIP-based VoIP solution consists of four 

components: the User Agent, Registry, Redirect Server and a Proxy Server. As with the 

other similar Internet application protocols, SIP is based on client-server architecture. 

Register and Proxy Servers manage the SIP communication, so that the Proxy Server is 

responsible for the routing of messages to destinations and Registry handles User 

Agent’s access to the system, as well as registration (Geneiatakis et al., 2005, p. 2). The 

SIP protocol usually listens to a TCP or UDP port 5060, but it can also be set to any 

other desired port. Johnston (2009, pp 51-65.) describes the purpose and operation of 

the various components as follows: 

User Agent is either software-based or actual device, which implements SIP / VoIP call 

function. The user agent initiates outgoing calls and accepts incoming calls. 

Registry registers the user agents to the network, and can also be used for user 

authentication. 

Redirect Server accepts SIP requests and returns the address to which the user agent 

must connect to complete the requests. 

Proxy Server passes SIP traffic between User Agents and other devices or locations. It 

can also be used for routing and authentication. Proxy Servers can also be used for 

transferring the VoIP packets over the network firewalls. 

The SIP protocol is structured in the same way as the HTTP protocol. Both are based on 

the requests and responses which are used to implement certain operations (Dwivedi, 

2009, p. 20). Johnston (2009, pp. 73-85) presents the most common SIP methods and 

the corresponding functions they perform in following way: 

INVITE method is used to request a call to another User Agent. Request is transmitted 

between agents, and it can pass through a variety of SIP components on the network. 

REGISTER request is used to register a user agent to Registry server. 
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ACK message is sent between User Agents to confirm that sent the message came 

through. ACK is usually a third step in the call setup process, after which the actual 

media (the voice/video data) transfer can start. 

CANCEL method cancels an existing INVITE session. The user agent may send a 

CANCEL request also to reject an incoming call. 

BYE method disconnects the ongoing call or session. 

OPTIONS method is used for requesting User Agent or Proxy Server capabilities and 

properties. 

SIP messages are usually composed of requested method and fields such as To, From, 

Contact, Call-ID, CSeq, Content-Type and Content-Length. These fields are used to 

define the sender, the recipient, IP addresses, a call identifier, message sequence and 

contents. Everything is normally in text format and in plain text, so the security is non-

existent without encryption. (Dwivedi, 2009, p. 21.) 

Figure 3 shows an example of a VoIP call using the SIP protocol. In the example, two 

users (Ulla and Timo), establish a call between them. Description is based on Dwivedi 

(2009) call establishment definition. 

 

Figure 3. Use of SIP protocol methods during VoIP call (Dwivedi, 2009, p. 22). 

In the first stage of both users' User Agents register to their own servers using the 

REGISTER method. The authentication process is generally carried out at this stage. 

The second step initiates a call from Ulla to Timo, which causes the User Agent of Ulla 

to send the INVITE request to the Proxy Server. The server transmits request through 

any existing firewalls to the Proxy Server Timo is using, which then finds the location 

of Timo in the network, and sends Ulla’s User Agent “100 Trying” message indicating 

that the INVITE request has been received. When Timo’s User Agent starts ringing, it 

sends a “180 Ringing” message to Ulla, indicating that the phone is alerting. When 

Timo answers the call, his User Agent sends a “200 OK” message to Ulla, meaning that 

the call can progress to voice/video transmission. Ulla’s User Agent accepts the 

message by sending ACK method, and RTP-based media transmission between call 
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parties starts. Call is ended by sending a BYE method which is acknowledged with the 

OK message by other party. (Dwivedi, 2009, p. 24.) 

2.2.1 Security threats related to SIP protocol 

The protocol or application security analysis is usually carried out by making up a list of 

potential threats, after which suitable safety mechanisms for protection are explored 

(Johnston, 2009, p. 311). In many literature sources, two threats stand out clearly 

dominant. According to Johnston (2009) and other sources, the two biggest threats to 

SIP and generally to any Internet communication are the Denial of Service (DoS) and 

the Man in the Middle (MitM) attacks. Denial of Service is an attack performed by a 

hostile third party which tries to interrupt or stop the protocol or service activities 

between clients and a server. An example of DoS attack described by Gupta and 

Shmatikov (2006) is a packet flood (flooding), in which an attacker sends a huge 

number of IP packets to a destination host. This flood of packets will overload the 

service or application handling the packets. This kind of attack can be carried out even 

more efficiently by using several machines at once. This is called Distributed Denial of 

Service (DDoS) (Gupta & Shmatikov, 2006.) The Man in the Middle attacks means an 

invasion between two communicating parties with an intention to modify or delete 

communication contents, or to add new content in between (Dwivedi, 2009, p. 38). A 

Man in the Middle attach is more difficult to implement than Denial of Service, since it 

requires that attacker have an access to a network node which the packets travel 

through. 

Other possible, but not as common security threats include false identity and identity 

theft. False identity means that attacker makes his computer appear as someone else’s 

User Agent or even a server. Identity theft means that attacker has gained access to 

other user’s credentials and is then able to appear as someone else and receive private 

communication. All of these threats apply to the initiation of call sessions, the exchange 

of availability information and instant messaging. (Johnston, 2009, p. 312.) These 

threats are not particularly just specific to SIP protocol, but apply equally to all similar 

Internet-based traffic. 

2.3 Media transfer and RTP protocol 

RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) is pretty much the only media transfer protocol 

used in VoIP calls today. It was originally developed to allow real-time audio, video or 

other media transport over the IP connection (Johnston, 2009, p. 273). In addition to 

RTP there is another protocol called RTCP (Real-time Control Protocol) which is 

commonly used to transmit control signaling between connection end points (Dwivedi, 

2009, p. 73). RTP is relatively simple UDP based transport layer protocol that utilizes 

the same principles as other similar protocols. The RTP packets contain a sequence 

number, a time stamp, data, and information about the data source (Camarillo, 2001, p. 

71). According to Schulzrinne (2004) the time stamps are used in packets ordering 

within playback buffer to get proper audio/video even if there are some missing packets, 

and the sequence number is used to detect packet loss. RTP also provides a degree of 

reliability for the transmission media, even though it utilizes UDP protocol, which is per 

se an unreliable transport-layer protocol. The use of RTCP in parallel with RTP allows 

the detection of packet loss and compensation for delay, so in poor networks for 

example, a smaller bit rate can be used (Porter, 2006, p. 167). 
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2.3.1 Security threats related to RTP protocol  

According to Dwivedi (2009) the VoIP security threats are mostly related to media 

transfer insecurity, which essentially means that it is very easy to capture unencrypted 

RTP traffic and use it for eavesdropping. RTP protocol itself does not contain any 

encryption and it does not offer any privacy, which is why it is exposed to a wide 

variety of security risks. There is more secure alternative available called Secure RTP 

(SRTP), which implements the encryption, but is not always used due to the 

performance or compatibility problems. RTP is vulnerable to many different types of 

attacks such as the capture, modification, eavesdropping and audio manipulation. It is 

generally assumed that when using RTP protocol the security comes from the 

mechanisms outside the protocol itself. (Dwivedi, 2009, p. 75.) 

Dwivedi (2009) states that eavesdropping, injection of audio and Denial of Service are 

the worst kind of privacy and security threats for voice and video calls. If the service is 

vulnerable for eavesdropping it lacks confidentiality, which is an essential part of voice 

calls. If the line can be injected with extra audio, the conversation integrity and the 

integrity of the service are threatened. If the calls can be stopped or prevented, the 

reliability, dependability and the quality of the service deteriorates. VoIP calls are 

completely without security if there is no confidentiality, integrity, and reliability 

(Dwivedi, 2009, p. 91). 

2.3.2 Eavesdropping 

Unencrypted RTP media packets can be easily captured and recorded from the network 

traffic, just like any other unencrypted Internet traffic. Hijacking of a few random 

packets from VoIP call traffic does not really open very much sensitive information for 

the hijacker, but in practice the whole packet stream of the call is required for 

constructing complete conversations from the recorded data. This makes the VoIP call 

audio capture slightly more difficult than the ordinary data traffic, but it is still quite 

possible. According to Dwivedi (2009), tools such as Cain & Abel and Wireshark will 

make the RTP packet capture of a VoIP call almost too easy. These tools can 

automatically capture the RTP packet sequences and store them directly in the correct 

order for the listen-ready audio file. This is called passive eavesdropping, and with 

modern tools, it is possible with few clicks to capture and eavesdrop on unencrypted 

VoIP traffic in your own subnet. (Dwivedi, 2009, p. 76.) 

In addition to passive eavesdropping, RTP is vulnerable to the active attacks. For 

example, using Wireshark tool, you can sniff the network for VoIP traffic, and then 

perform active attacks such as voice injection to RTP endpoint. As an example, 

Dwivedi (2009) uses an injected audio between stockbroker’s messages: "sell now for 

price xx", in which case the recipient mistakenly will sell the shares at a disadvantage in 

the price and lose money. Active attacks are generally much more difficult to perform 

than passive, but support for those can be found in a number of ready-made tools and 

methods. (Dwivedi, 2009, p. 82.) 

2.3.3 Denial of Service 

Denial of Service attack can, according to Dwivedi (2009), also focus on the RTP 

protocol, although it is considerably easier to perform against session management 

protocols. However, when targeted against the RTP protocol, the Denial of Service 

attack has an effect even worse than when targeted to the SIP protocol, because the RTP 
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carries the call audio during the entire call (Dwivedi, 2009, p. 82). There are two types 

of RTP Denial of Service attacks: the message flood and dismantling of the session. 

With the message flood, the VoIP call parties are sent huge number of RTP packets, 

which their User Agents have to deal with. The purpose of such an attack is to have the 

service blocked. Overflow or blocking is caused by services’ need to inspect header 

information from each of the packet received. Dismantling of the VoIP session with 

false information can be performed by sending a RTCP BYE message to another call 

party, in which case the system thinks that the call must be terminated. RTCP BYE 

message indicates that the other party is no longer active, and the RTP connection 

should not be used anymore. (Dwivedi, 2009, pp. 89-90.) 

2.4 Governmental reconnaissance and lack of privacy 

Network reconnaissance, spying, and eavesdropping performed by authorities and 

governmental agencies must also be mentioned as a security risk, or at least as a 

violation of privacy. With traditional landline and mobile phones, eavesdropping is sure 

to be conducted by the authorities as long as the telephones has been in existence. This 

is a good way to track down criminals, and to obtain information and evidence of 

criminal activity. With the VoIP calls becoming more widespread, the authorities 

especially in the United States, began to prepare legislation, which would also allow a 

large-scale electronic communications interception in the Internet (The Electronic 

Frontier Foundation, 2016b). 

There has been a law in the United States since 1994 called Communications Assistance 

for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA), which ordered telephone and Internet operators to 

extend their systems with the government interception possibility by the year 2007. The 

Act was subsequently extended to include any form of electronic communication, 

including for example VoIP calls, e-mail, instant messaging and social media services. 

Under the CALEA Act obligations, all service providers in the United States will have 

to offer the authorities means of interception and monitoring systems. Utilizing these 

services, users will be then unwittingly and inevitably subject to possibility of 

governmental interception. (Wikipedia / CALEA, 2016) 

US security administrations such as the FBI and the NSA claim to use their potential 

only for the tracking of criminals, terrorists and the like. The revelations leaked by the 

Edward Snowden about the NSA's activities, however, showed the systematic and 

widespread network reconnaissance and spying, which reached far beyond tracking of 

individual criminals (The Guardian, 2013). Governmental interception capabilities are 

built into the products and services, so that wider analysis of the mechanisms is not very 

fruitful. However, recognition of this problem or phenomena can steer away from the 

known government affected products, and aim to use the products which governmental 

activities do not extend to. It remains of course a matter of faith whether the choice of 

communication product has any effect on the outcome, if the eavesdropping network 

extends to all aspects of network infrastructure, and governmental authorities have 

virtually unlimited resources for interception. 

2.5 Securing the VoIP 

Securing the VoIP service and encrypting the traffic are very important so that 

important negotiations, information and communication are transferred safely and they 

stay private. For organizations and individuals security usually means safe storage and 

handling of data files, databases, emails, and other digital recordings, but the voice or 
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video call traffic can be just as high risk. The contents of unencrypted VoIP calls are 

easily captured and recorder, and the call setup maybe disturbed or falsely redirected if 

the session management is not protected. If the VoIP service is restricted to be used only 

inside the organization, there is still no excuse for unprotected service. There are very 

good methods for protection and encryption which have been widely tested and 

accepted. Therefore it is absolutely wrong to accept unencrypted solution because of the 

difficulty, cost or technical reasons. 

2.5.1 Securing the session management 

For the securing of the session management, this study focuses naturally to the SIP 

protocol. The SIP protocol specification itself does not contain any kind of security 

mechanism, but instead it is recommended to use other well-known and proven Internet 

security mechanisms (Geneiatakis et al., 2005, p. 5). Rosenberg et al., 2002 suggests the 

following methods to be used: HTTP Digest Authentication, Secure Transport Layer 

(TLS), SIP over SSL (SIPS), IP security (IPsec) and Secure MIME (S / MIME). Service 

developers are left the freedom of choice to choose the most viable and suitable solution 

for their specific applications. The document published by the IETF: Security 

Mechanism Agreement for the Session Initiation Protocol RFC 3329, discusses aspects 

of security from many angles from the application developer's perspective, helping to 

choose a suitable method for protection for the SIP protocol (Arkko, Torvinen, 

Camarillo, Niemi & Haukka, 2003). 

The common authentication method used with the SIP protocol, the HTTP Digest 

Authentication, is not known to be very secure and is vulnerable to traditional dictionary 

attack. The term dictionary attack gets its name from the technique used in attack. The 

attacking application is given a long list of possible passwords, which are tested in a 

row during the attack. The program goes through the entire list of word (for example a 

dictionary), and tests whether any of the words is a correct password. Combined with 

easy passwords commonly used by the people, or the fact that some SIP 

implementations use only four-digit pin code as a password, makes a SIP session 

vulnerable to this kind of attacks (Dwivedi, 2009, p. 180). 

The remedy for authentication insecurity and other safety problems associated with the 

SIP protocol is SIP over SSL (SIPS), which can be used to encrypt session data protocol 

traffic between SIP User Agent and SIP Proxy Server. Furthermore, the SIP Proxy 

Server can use TLS for the subsequent transfers, to ensure that entire route form the SIP 

User Agent to another is end-to-end encrypted. (Dwivedi, 2009, s.181.) Figure 4 shows 

an example of TLS session setup for protecting the SIP protocol. 

Dwivedi (2009) describes a TLS authentication in the following steps, which are the 

same as in Figure 4. 

1. User Agent connects to Proxy Server to establish a TLS session. 

2. Proxy Server responds with the public certificate. 

3. User Agent validates the certificate in the same way as web pages certifications 

are ensured. 

4. User Agent and Proxy Server exchange session keys to be able to encrypt and 

decrypt the SIP session traffic. 

5. Transfer of encrypted data. Proxy Server can also connect to another host or 

Proxy Server and establish TLS session to transfer encrypted data in next 

network route. 
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Figure 4. SIP session establishment with TLS security. 

 

2.5.2 Securing the media transport 

Secure RTP (SRTP) is a protocol which adds security, confidentiality and integrity to 

the actual voice or video traffic, meaning the media transport of VoIP calls, using RTP 

and RTCP protocols. Security is based on the encryption. The SRTP protocol encrypts 

the RTP packet payload, which is the voice or video data transferred in packets (Porter, 

2006, p. 413). RTP header information is not encrypted because the network endpoints, 

such as routers and switches need it when transmitting data packets. The SRTP packets 

look, in fact, completely similar to the RTP packets, because only the payload is 

encrypted (Dwivedi, 2009, s.181). 

SRTP protocol utilizes AES encryption (Advanced Encryption Standard) cryptography 

system. AES is a symmetric block cipher in which the encryption and decryption is 

performed through several rounds. The number of rounds depends on the length of the 

encryption key used (128-bit, 192-bit or 256-bit). AES encryption is considered more or 

less unbreakable, and it is one of the most widely used and most trusted encryption 

methods available. (Yksityisyydensuoja, 2016). 

ZRTP is an extension of the RTP which applies the Diffie-Hellman (DH) key agreement 

for SRTP packets, providing key management for VoIP calls between the two endpoints 

(Gupta & Shmatikov, 2006). It focuses exclusively on the protection of media transfer, 

and has nothing to do with the protection of session management. ZRTP creates a 

common secret which is used to generate the encryption key between the parties. ZRTP 

is basically similar to the PGP Encryption (Pretty Good Privacy), and its aim is to 

ensure that Man in the Middle attack cannot occur between two endpoints (Dwivedi, 

2009, s.184). The details of the ZRTP is not included in this study. Zimmerman, 

Johnston & Callas, 2011 describes the method as defined by RFC 6189 in detail. 

2.5.3 Privacy and security in practice 

Securing the VoIP service is not an easy task, but it is very important. The security must 

be taken seriously, so that privacy, security, usability, and credibility of the service can 

be ensured. Utilizing complex encryption technology such as TLS, SIPS, SRTP and 

ZRTP can be a tricky and complicated task, but they can significantly reduce the risk of 
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successful attack. Implementing the encryption for session management and media 

transport allows at least equivalent level of security compared to traditional telephone 

networks. 

Encryption methods, such as TLS and SSL have been the basic requirements of web 

traffic for many years, and there is a ready-made infrastructure supporting the use of 

them. With the VoIP, these technologies are not by default and widely used. Also the 

incompatibility between the products creates obstacles for the flexible deployment of 

encryption techniques. Network firewalls, proxy servers and other network elements 

may further complicate the VoIP traffic encryption. Also the lack of built-in VoIP 

support in the network elements is still common. 
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3. Service Evaluation 

The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate commonly available VoIP communication 

solutions. We aim to select the most suitable solution for the research usage and 

software projects similar to Korvala and Raappana (2015) study. The specific need for 

Korvala and Raappana study was a secure communication channel for voice and video 

calls, and a possibility for a real-time location data between caregivers and clients. Task 

was to find a suitable secure solution for voice and video communication, which could 

be integrated into existing systems, and which would also provide sufficient level of 

security and privacy. Based on the usage and a proposed usage, a list of features that 

solution must support was specified. The most appropriate solution was selected using 

Pugh Concept Selection Process method (Pugh, 1981), which is based on 

comprehensive Quality Function Deployment (QFD) methodologies (Cohen, 1997). 

The available solutions can be assessed from many angles. The purpose of this study 

was to look for a solution especially from the viewpoint of individuals, small 

businesses, and the above-mentioned research project. When assessing the security 

features, the method of evaluating VoIP services introduced by Dwivedi (2009) was 

applied. It is based on a list of feature check-lists which help to estimate the security of 

the VoIP service in different areas. This study also considers the integration possibility 

of the service to self-made applications, meaning that open source code or access to the 

application programming interface (API) was set to one of the criteria. 

3.1 Using QFD on evaluation 

Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is a suitable method to work as a structured tool 

for a decision making. QFD is mostly used in product development, management and 

marketing to bring out the customer's voice in the form of requirements and 

expectations. QFD can help organizations to focus their attention on the characteristics 

of a new or existing product or service, or to seek alternative solutions. The results of 

the QFD process are usually graphs and matrices, which can be used to improve a 

product or service, and to make selections between choices. The method is originally 

from Japan, where Yoji Akao and Shigeru Mizuno developed it in the early 1960s. 

(Cohen, 1997.) 

QFD includes a variety of tools and methods that can be applied based on the 

requirements. This study needed to compare commonly available VoIP solutions to 

match the requirements and find the most suitable, so QFD based method Pugh Concept 

Selection Process was selected. It is a decision-making matrix method invented by 

Stuart Pugh, a quantitative technique that can be used to select concepts, rank them 

based to the requirements or multidimensional options (Burge, 2009). A matrix with 

rows of requirements and columns of candidates is created for the decision-making. 

Each requirement can also be given a weight factor, which is important if certain 

requirements are considered more important than others. 

Figure 5 shows an example of the selection matrix. The symbols plus (+), minus (-) and 

(s) describe implementation of the requirement compared to the reference product. One 

of the candidates is selected to so-called reference product. It is the basic level of 

features and functionality, against which the other candidates are compared against. 
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Generally the reference product is the current solution or other already well-known 

concept (Burge, 2009).  

The symbols in the matrix have a following meaning: 

- Better than the reference (+)  

- Worse than the reference (-)  

- The same as the reference (s) 

 

Figure 5. Example of Pugh selection matrix. 

The interpretation of the final results can be done based on a number of plusses and 

minuses, or a weighted sum, which is calculated by summing the pros and cons and 

calculating results with weighting coefficients (Burge, 2009). The best solution is 

basically the one which has largest weighted sum. 

3.2 Classification and explanation of the requirements 

A number of requirements were chosen for the search and comparison of secure VoIP 

communication solutions. The ideal solution would implement all of the requirements 

and should get the perfect score in the selection matrix. The weightings of the 

requirements are chosen so that the most essential requirements for the specified use 

and purpose will receive a greater weighting than others. The support for both voice and 

video calls and necessary security and privacy capabilities were chosen as the most 

important features and were given the heaviest weighting. Open source code or other 

integration possibility were also considered one of the most important aspects. 

3.2.1 Privacy and security requirements 

Four major security requirements were found. Session management protection and 

media transport encryption are absolutely essential part of the VoIP service security. 

When assessing the overall privacy and security, the potential situation of the 

governmental interception has been taken into account. 

1. Session management protected: Session management is protected by TLS, SIPS or 

equivalent method. This is one of the most important things when assessing information 

security of VoIP service, so the weighting is 10. 

2. Media transport encrypted: Media transport is protected using SRTP / ZRTP protocol 

or similar. This is also one of the most important features when assessing VoIP service 

security, so the weighting is 10. 

Pugh selection matrix
     Concepts

Requirements Weighting 1 2 3

Requirement 1 10 s s -

Requirement 2 2 s s s

Requirement 3 4 s + +

∑+ 0 1 1

∑- 0 0 1

Weighted sum 0 4 -6
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3. Media transport end-to-end encrypted: Media transport is protected end-to-end, so 

that it cannot be captured at any point of network without knowing the encryption keys. 

This is additional improvement to privacy, so the weighting is 5. 

4. Overall security: this requirement is realized if the product is technically secure and 

most likely do not have governmental interception possibility. The possibility of 

CALEA or other law governed security holes is speculative, so this was given a lesser 

weighting of 7. 

3.2.2 Features 

Four desirable main features were selected. Many solutions had a lot of features which 

are not listed here. These extra features were not needed or important for the purpose 

and use the evaluation was made for, so they are not recorded as requirements. 

1. Voice calls: Weighting 10 

2. Video calls: Weighting 10 

3. Instant messaging: Weighting 5 

4. Presence: Weighting 1 

3.2.3 Possibility of integration 

Possibility of integration means utilization of service from self-made software. This can 

be accomplished by integrating the source code directly, or by using a Software 

Development Kit (SDK) together with Application Programming Interface (API). Open 

source code gets a lot of weight in this evaluation, because it enables the verification of 

security implementations if required. Open source code also helps to make sure that 

software is free of spyware, eavesdropping or other privacy threatening features. 

1. Open Source: Weighting 10 

2. Software Development Kit (API): Weighting 8 

3.2.4 Supported platforms 

Supported platforms include the most popular mobile device and desktop operating 

systems. For all platforms were given the same weight 5. Selected platforms for the 

comparison are: 

1. Android 

2. iOS 

3. Windows Phone 

4. Linux 

5. OSX 

6. Windows 

3.2.5 Usability and costs 

Usability is a very subjective thing, and it was not given much weight in this 

comparison. Cost requirement is realized if there is no cost, meaning the product is free. 

Purpose and the target audience will not be able to and generally do not want to spend 

money to acquire and use this kind of service. Anyway, most of the products were free, 

so cost did not play important role in this comparison. 
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Usability: Weighting 3 

Cost: Weighting 3 

3.3 The Survey of available services 

The Internet was used to search for solutions for the evaluation of VoIP services. 

Google search engine and dedicated websites were used to assist the discovery. It is still 

quite possible that some interesting and useful secure and privacy oriented VoIP 

services remain undiscovered. In this section, the found solutions are listed with the 

basic information of each which indicates the source, supported platforms, licensing 

model and supported services. There is also a brief description of each to help getting 

quick overview of the solution. 

Security features were evaluated on the basis of information provided by the suppliers 

themselves, as well as searching the Internet for more information. The Electronic 

Frontier Foundation (EFF) has also made a table with the estimated security of instant 

messaging services on the basis of seven criteria (Electronic Frontier Foundation, 

2016a). These estimates have been presented in the context of the product, and this 

information was used particularly in the service's overall security assessment in the 

section 3.4 selection matrix. 

3.3.1 Ostel 

Ostel is an open source based service for end-to-end encrypted calls. Ostel is a test 

environment for open source project called The Guardian Project, whose purpose is to 

use free open protocols, standards and software to enable secure communication on 

mobile devices. Ostel client applications are available for almost every platform, 

including the desktop environment, and most of the supporting applications are free and 

open source. Ostel project also maintains its own free server, which can be used to 

connect other user and make calls. (Ostel, 2016). 

Provided by: The Guardian Project 

Features: voice calls, messaging, video calls on development 

Supported platforms: Android, iOS, Blackberry, Linux, OSX, Windows 

Security features: end-to-end encryption, many servers, open source client and server 

code 

Assessment: technically secure: yes, overall secure: yes, CALEA obey: unlikely  

License and standards: uses open standards, open source code, and no commercial or 

closed code 

Integration: API, open source code 

Usability: medium 

Cost: free, iOS version costs 6.99 USD 

Country of origin: United States 

Website: https://guardianproject.info/ and https://ostel.co/ 

3.3.2 Linphone 

Linphone is an open source VoIP application that allows free communications on the 

Internet using voice and video calls and instant messages. Linphone uses the standard 

SIP protocol, and can be used in principle with any VoIP service provider servers. 

Linphone also maintains its own server, which is free to use. Linphone is relatively old 

project and has gone through many stages of development as it has been in development 

since 2001. (Linphone, 2016). 

https://guardianproject.info/
https://ostel.co/
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Provided by: Linphone Open Source project, Belledonne Communication 

Features: voice calls, video calls, messaging 

Supported platforms: Android, iOS, Windows Phone, Blackberry, OSX, Windows, 

web browser 

Security features: end-to-end encryption, many servers, open source client and server 

code 

Assessment: technically secure: yes, overall secure: yes, CALEA obey: unlikely  

License and standards: uses open standards, open source code, no commercial or 

closed code 

Integration: API, open source code 

Usability: medium 

Cost: free 

Country of origin: United States 

Website: https://www.linphone.org 

3.3.3 Redphone 

Whisper Systems’ goal is to make the encrypted communications as easy as possible. 

The service is built on top of open source and supported by a large group of open source 

developers. Whisper Systems also has a team that specializes in development of the 

RedPhone product. For Apple mobile devices, the product is called Signal. (Open 

Whisper Systems, 2016). 

Provided by: Whisper Systems  

Features: voice calls, messaging 

Supported platforms: Android, iOS 

Security features: end-to-end encryption, open source client 

Assessment: technically secure: yes, overall secure: yes, CALEA obey: unlikely  

License and standards: uses open standards, open source code, no commercial or 

closed code 

Integration: open source code, not really documented 

Usability: easy 

Cost: free 

Country of origin: United States 

Website: https://whispersystems.org/ 

 

3.3.4 Silent Circle 

Silent Circle is a service which enables encrypted communications on the Internet. The 

service is commercial and not free, and does not contain any open source code. The 

company claims that it does not give direct information to the US Government, but will 

disclose information on request if the requests are reasonable. During this study, service 

has expanded and now also includes a totally secure Android phone. (Silent Circle, 

2016). 

Provided by: Silent Circle 

Features: voice and video calls, messaging 

Supported platforms: Android, iOS, Windows 

Security features: unknown 

Assessment: technically secure: yes, overall secure: yes, CALEA obey: unlikely  

License and standards: uses open standards, closed code 

Integration: not possible 

https://www.linphone.org/
https://whispersystems.org/
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Usability: easy 

Cost: 120 USD / year 

Country of origin: Switzerland 

Website: https://www.silentcircle.com/ 

 

3.3.5 Skype 

Skype is a free service which offers a truly easy to use voice calls, video calls and 

messaging, and in addition paid phone calls to non-VoIP phones. Skype is not based on 

open source and open protocols, and it is not compatible with other VoIP services. 

(Skype, 2016). Unlike most other VoIP applications, Skype is technically peer to peer 

service. Skype traffic is encrypted and has basically good security, but Skype is owned 

by Microsoft, and is the subject of the US government's intelligence measures. 

Provided by: Microsoft 

Features: voice and video calls, messaging, presence, screen sharing, calling to mobile 

phones and landlines, SMS messaging, file transfer 

Supported platforms: Android, iOS, Windows Phone, Linux, OSX, Windows 

Security features: encrypted traffic 

Assessment: technically secure: yes, overall secure: yes, CALEA obey: likely  

License and standards: closed system which does not use open standards or code. No 

factual information on security solutions used. US agencies known to have access to it.  

Integration: API, which lacks some features 

Usability: easy 

Cost: free VoIP call, calling to mobile phones needs payment 

Country of origin: United States 

Website: https://www.skype.com/ 

 

3.3.6 Google Hangouts 

Google Hangouts is communication service developed by Google, which allows you to 

make phone and video calls and send instant messages. It is the successor to the 

company's previous service Google+ Messenger and Talk. The service is available via 

the web browser and Google Chrome web browser plugin, and also includes both 

Android and iOS applications. (Google+ Features, 2016) 

Provided by: Google 

Features: voice and video calls, messaging, presence, file transfer 

Supported platforms: Android, iOS, Chrome OS, web browser 

Security features: encrypted traffic 

Assessment: technically secure: yes, overall secure: no, CALEA obey: likely  

License and standards: closed system which does not use open standards or code. No 

factual information on security solutions used. US agencies known to have access to it.  

Integration: API, which lacks some features 

Usability: easy 

Cost: free 

Country of origin: United States 

Website: http://www.google.com/+/learnmore/hangouts/ 

https://www.silentcircle.com/
https://www.skype.com/
http://www.google.com/+/learnmore/hangouts/
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3.4 Comparison and assessment of the solutions 

The selection matrix in Figure 6 was created for assessment by using the Pugh Concept 

Selection Process method presented in section 3.1. Product candidates are placed at the 

columns and requirements and features presented in the earlier chapter are at the rows. 

The weightings given to the requirements are used calculate importance weighted sum 

of positives and negatives compared to reference product. The first of the products 

options is the Skype, which has been selected as the reference product and the basic 

level, which the others are compared against. Thus, it gets the standard grade marking 

(s) of all of the features, and the better or worse implementation of the feature is marked 

with symbols (+/-). Skype was selected as reference product, because its usage was 

studied in the research group in the past, and it was the best known product before this 

study was made. 

 

Figure 6. Pugh selection matrix for chosen product candidates. 

Based on the selection matrix, the best solution for the purpose is Linphone. It gets 

minus points only from the lack of presence feature and worse usability when compared 

to the reference product. Number of supported platforms and possibility for integration 

into applications are excellent, and the open source code enables it to be modified to fit 

any need necessary. The implementation of security features is also available for 

inspection from the source codes. From the source code review it would be possible to 

ensure that security related implementations are certainly effective. In addition, the 

Linphone security features are better than the reference product. It includes media 

transport end-to-end encryption, and also deserves points from overall security. 

Linphone does not disclose information to government or agencies and does not have to 

oblige a CALEA-law like products from large corporations or telecom operators. 

The open source based Ostel ended second in comparison. It gets minus points from the 

incomplete platform support and features, even if the security side is very well in order. 

The usability of open source products is also not in the same level as the products of 

Pugh concept selection matrix for VoIP applications
Concepts

Requirements Weight Skype ostel.co Linphone Redphone Silent Circle Google

Overall security 7 s + + + s s

Session management protected 10 s s s s s s

Media transport encrypted 10 s s s s s s

Media end-to-end encrypted 5 s + + + + s

Voice calls 10 s s s s s s

Video calls 10 s - s - - s

Instant messages 5 s s s s s s

Presence 1 s - - s - s

Open source code 10 s + + s s s

Ease of integration 8 s + + s s +

Usability 3 s - - - - s

Android support 5 s s s s s s

iOS support 5 s s s s s s

Windows Phone support 5 s - s - - s

Linux support 5 s s s - - s

OSX support 5 s s s - - s

Windows support 5 s s s - s s

Cost 3 s s s s - s

∑+ 0 4 4 2 1 1

∑- 0 4 2 6 7 0

Weighted ∑+ 0 30 30 12 5 8

Weighted ∑- 0 19 4 33 32 0

Total sum 0 11 26 -21 -27 8

Ranking 4. 2. 1. 5. 6. 3.
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large corporations, and usability and ease of use with Ostel are still quite far from the 

polished ease of Skype and Google Hangouts. 

Third came the Google Hangouts. It really did not lack any of the features, and its 

strength compared to the reference product was possibility of integration into self-made 

applications, as Google Hangouts provides an API that allows it. The level of security is 

not the highest, and Google as a US based large corporation is also committed to the 

CALEA program. Hangouts also does not use any open source, open standards or 

libraries, so implementation of the security features is not objectively verifiable. 

Based on this evaluation Linphone product is the best solution for the purpose chosen in 

the research question of this thesis. Especially if the intention is to integrate the service 

to self-made applications, the Linphone is a very good option. Those who like to keep 

their communication privacy on good level it is also a good solution, because all the 

security features are based on open well-known standards, and if necessary, the code is 

easily auditable. For occasional user who value simplicity and good usability, are the 

products of large known corporations like Skype and Google good choices. The privacy 

and security will not reach the same level as the Linphone or Ostel, but depending on 

the valuation it may still be sufficient for many. For comparison, two other products 

RedPhone and Silent Circle are not quite as recommended. RedPhone platform support 

is not very good, and integrating service to self-made applications is not very good. 

Silent Circle came last in this comparison, since it is neither free nor open, and still is 

quite lightly featured and poorly supported on different platforms. 

3.5 Security analysis of the chosen solution 

A quick security analysis was performed on Linphone transmitted traffic before moving 

to the further quality measurements in Chapter 4. The purpose of this analysis was to 

ensure that Linphone actually does what it is supposed to do, and encrypts the traffic, so 

that it cannot be easily captured, recorded and used for eavesdropping. A Linphone test 

call was made using two different settings. The first call was made with Linphone SIP 

signaling set to use unencrypted TCP and without media encryption. The second call 

was made with SIP signaling set to use TLS and media encryption configured to use 

ZRTP. An IP packet capture log was made during the calls and they were analyzed with 

Wireshark Network Protocol Analyzer. Wireshark is a network protocol analyzer which 

is the de facto standard tool across many industries and educational institutions 

(Wireshark, 2016). Wireshark was easily able to show all the SIP signaling from the 

unencrypted call. Whole call sequence can be clearly seen when Telephony--VoIP calls 

is selected from the Wireshark as seen on screenshot in figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. Screenshot from Wireshark VoIP call analysis. 
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Also media transfer is easily decoded in the Wireshark. The RTP packets of media 

streams can be followed and content is completely open. The RTP packets display the 

payload type correctly as PCMA and packets could be easily collected to an audio file 

that could be played back and listened to. 

 

Figure 8. Screenshot from Wireshark packet display showing plain unencrypted RTP packets. 

The situation changed when the Linphone encryption was turned on. On the second 

packet capture there are no visible SIP messages anywhere. There are instead ZRTP 

negotiation and SRTP packets shown as seen on figure 8. The payload type is still 

visible, but the payload itself is encrypted.  According to Zimmerman et al., 2011 “The 

ZRTP Confirm1 and Confirm2 messages are sent for a number of reasons, not the least 

of which is that they confirm that all the key agreement calculations were successful and 

thus the encryption will work.”. Based on this we can say that ZRTP encryption is in 

use with Linphone when selected from the configuration. 

 

Figure 9. Screenshot from Wireshark packet display showing ZRTP negotiation and encrypted 
SRTP packets. 

This quick analysis confirms that Linphone security features and encryption really are 

functional and can be trusted. Linphone uses the most modern and secure methods for 

the session management and media protection, and based on this test they seem work as 

advertised. 
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4. Measuring Quality 

This chapter presents the quality measurements performed for the service evaluation 

winner Linphone. The purpose of these measurements was to find out if Linphone can 

provide satisfactory video quality on varying radio network conditions. The tests also 

revealed whether Linphone is suitable for real-life use with visual guidance system in 

contemporary networks.  

4.1 Quality of Service 

Quality of Service (QoS) describes the overall performance and quality of a telephony 

or computer network.  It can be understood as a performance level of services seen by 

the users of the network. Quality of Service can be quantitatively measured by using 

metrics such as bit rate, throughput, error rate, jitter and transmission delay. Quality of 

Service measurements are especially important for the transport of traffic with special 

timing requirements. Audio and video telephony and conferencing are good examples of 

such traffic. A lot of technology has been developed to allow networks to become useful 

for real-time audio and video. (ITU-T Rec. E.800, 2008.) 

The QoS metrics are used to measure various parameters between the user and the 

network or between network elements. QoS metrics are widely used for optimization of 

mobile networks and supervising deployments and technical performance. Constant 

monitoring and analyzing of QoS parameters help to find and correct technical problems 

and bottlenecks in the networks. The common QoS measurements often give detailed 

technical information and metrics about the network, but do not have much meaning for 

the average user. That is why QoS measurements are commonly expanded with Quality 

of Experience (QoE) measurements which provide meaningful quality metrics for the 

end-user.  

4.1.1 Quality of Experience 

International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T) defines Quality of Experience (QoE) 

as “The overall acceptability of an application or service, as perceived subjectively by 

the end-user” with the following notes: (ITU-T Rec. P.10., 2008): 

1. Quality of Experience includes the complete end-to-end system effects (client, 

terminal, network, services infrastructure, etc.). 

2. Overall acceptability may be influenced by user expectations and context.  

This means that QoE is a complete assessment of the human experience when 

interacting with technology in a particular context (Laghari & Connelly, 2012). Le 

Callet et al. (2013) have also attempted to come up with complete definition of the QoE 

in their paper. The working definition according to them is:  

“Quality of Experience (QoE) is the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an 

application or service. It results from the fulfillment of his or her expectations with 

respect to the utility and / or enjoyment of the application or service in the light of the 

user’s personality and current state.”  
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There are many non-technical attributes in this definition. It means that QoE 

measurements reach beyond the technical measurements and metrics also considering 

the end-user, who interacts with the device, the network, and the service behind it. QoE 

provides a broader viewpoint and is often based on perceptual feedback given by users 

translated by some algorithm. The applied metrics are more and more considering 

human perception and cognition. According to Laghari and Connelly (2012), the 

Quality of Experience is a fast emerging field focused on understanding overall human 

quality requirements. It is based on psychology, cognitive science, economics, and 

engineering. Traditional technology-centric techniques based on Quality of Service 

parameters have been employed to ensure service quality to end users. QoE expands this 

view point to capture people’s perception on quality and even aesthetic needs. QoE 

measurements are useful for benchmarking how technologies and networks perform 

under real world end-to-end use cases. This provides possibility for real user-oriented 

optimization of networks and offered services. (Laghari and Connelly, 2012.) 

4.1.2 Mean Opinion Score 

The most used subjective scale in QoE measurements is the MOS (Mean Opinion 

Score). It is a metric defined by International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T 

P800.1, 1996) that can be used for voice and video quality measurements. MOS is a 

numerical parameter for describing the quality of end user experience. It is quantitative 

measurement of expressing quality attributes such as ‘perfect’, ‘satisfactory’ or ‘very 

bad’. MOS score represents a numerical indication of the perceived quality of the media 

received after it is being compressed, transmitted and eventually decompressed using 

codecs.  

Historically, MOS is a subjective measurement based on human perception. Listeners, 

the people in the quiet room, score the quality of a telephone call as they perceive it. 

Today, basically all monitoring tools that provide a MOS score essentially try to 

estimate the outcome of such an empirical experiment. The original concept of MOS 

has been extended beyond cases where quality is a result of an empirical study, but the 

output of a computer-based analysis instead. 

Mean Opinion Score is simply presented as single number ranging from 1 to 5. A 5-

point Absolute Category Rating (ACR) scale is commonly used to express levels of 

MOS (ITU-T P.800.2, 2013): 

Excellent - 5 

Good - 4 

Fair - 3 

Poor - 2 

Bad - 1 

 

Value of 1 represents the worst and 5 is the best. However, practical maximum MOS 

limit can be a little lower that 5 when using different codecs, because maximum level of 

quality provided by compression-decompression can add some imperfections which are 

unavoidable. 

 

The ACR scale is a discrete scale, meaning that value in this scale can be one of the five 

choices. Commonly used averaging process used to combine results from different 

sources means that measured MOS values are not rounded to integer values. Therefore 

the final averaged MOS measurements do not need to be whole numbers. Values are 

usually represented in decimal numbers from MOS spectrum. (ITU-T P.800.2, 2013.)  
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4.1.3 Additional parameters for video quality 

Mean Opinion Score is a good way to describe perceived video quality, but generally it 

is useful to indicate some other parameter along it. These parameters can give exact 

numerical information from the video stream, because MOS is only a summary or final 

result of the impairments caused by these parameters. The following parameters are 

defined by ITU-T Rec G.1010. (2001) as most impacting parameters for end-user 

experience. 

Jitter, also called packet delay variation (PDV), is one of the most important variables 

related to video quality measurements. Jitter calculation is based on received RTP 

packet timestamps. The jitter is usually calculated over some period of time, because 

between two packets there is always some variation in arrival time. Jitter is usually 

calculated in milliseconds (ms).  

Packet loss means situation where expected packets are lost due to too long delay or 

network problems. The losses can be usually detected and recorded. Packet loss is 

usually expressed as percentage of lost packets versus all packets received during 

observation period. 

RTT (Round Trip Time) means the delay between sent and received packets. It can be 

used to predict latency between video call parties. Also one-way delay can be calculated 

and used for the same purposes. 

When provisioning for interactive video (video conferencing) traffic, the following 

guidelines are recommended by ITU-T. Jitter should be no more than 30 ms, packet loss 

should be no more than 1 percent and one-way delay should be no more than 150 ms 

(ITU-T Rec G.1010, 2001). Figure 10 presents QoS requirements of different IP-based 

services. From this picture it can be clearly seen that video conferencing is the most 

demanding application regarding QoS requirements. It allows some degree of packet 

loss, but delay must be very low. 

 

Figure 10. Mapping of QoS requirements and services (ITU-T Rec G.1010, 2001). 

Clark (2005) presented guidelines on how to understand and interpret jitter and packet 

loss measurements. The most import thing is that single or peak values are misleading 

and averages should be used instead. Packet loss and jitter also often coincide because 
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both are caused by network congestion. High jitter also leads to packet discard in the 

jitter buffer. Both packet loss and packet discard cause voice or video distrortion in the 

codec processing. Clark (2005.) 

4.1.4 Video quality measurement 

The digital video typically goes through multiple stages of coding, compression and 

transmission when it is transferred from end to end. This will result in video quality 

degradation of varying degree. Video quality assessment methods can generally be 

divided into objective and subjective categories. Objective methodology uses 

mathematical model and formulas to simulate the behavior of the human perception of 

received video. Subjective assessment of quality defines a scale of opinion for video 

quality assessment that was received by the end users. The sum of their opinion is the 

Mean Opinion Score (MOS), which was defined in chapter 4.1.1. In this thesis, MOS 

provides a measurable scale for subjective video quality assessment. 

Perceptual quality algorithms are designed to model the quality of video and predict end 

user opinion objectively. Based on the method of assessment, the metrics are usually 

classified as follows (Winkler, 2009): 

 Data metrics which measure the fidelity of the signal without considering the 

actual video data content. 

 Picture metrics which process the visual information in the actual video data and 

calculate and estimate degradations in the content on perceived video quality. 

 Packet based metrics for compressed video delivered over packet network like 

Internet. 

 Hybrid metrics which are based on the combination of metrics above. 

Winkler (2009) also classifies methods based on the amount of reference information 

required: 

 Full Reference (FR) metrics measures the degradation in the test video with 

respect to a reference video. 

 No Reference (NR) metrics analyze the test video without a reference content. 

 Reduced Reference (RR) metric is a hybrid between the FR and NR. The 

assessment is based on the data derived from the reference signal. 

Many different methods for measuring digital video quality have been developed, so 

there is a lot to choose from. Main division between tools is whether they use intrusive 

or non-intrusive algorithms. Intrusive algorithms are based on comparison of the 

original video to the received video, so they always need an original video as a 

reference. Non-intrusive algorithms are based on analyzing received video only or 

certain attributes in the transport channel. This thesis uses non-intrusive methods to 

perform perceptual video quality measurement and analysis. Non-intrusive methods are 

generally much easier to apply and require much less processing power. Also this thesis 

focuses on VoIP video conferencing quality, so we want to measure live video without 

any pre-recorded reference feeds. 
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4.1.5 Video quality measurement in wireless networks 

The source of transmission errors is one of the main differences between wired and 

wireless digital telecommunications. Packet congestion is the primary reason for the 

packet loss in traditional wired packet-switched networks. Wireless communication on 

the other hand suffers from the high transmission error rates in physical channel, which 

is a radio link. Moving radio terminals like mobile phones are especially prone to 

transmission errors. (Jumisko-Pyykkö et al., 2006.) 

Physical channel errors appear in link layer as bit errors. Wireless systems usually apply 

some kind of error correction mechanism to be able to recover from physical layer 

errors. This mechanisms are usually based of Forward Error Correction (FEC), 

retransmissions or combination of these. FEC adds redundant information to bit stream, 

to be able to detect and fix errors. With retransmissions, the damaged sections can be 

replaced with retransmitted data completely. FEC and retransmissions can fix and 

recover some of the errors, but usually physical layer errors appear in bursts, which FEC 

or even retransmission mechanism cannot completely recover. This will lead to packet 

loss, which will eventually lead to impairments in video quality. (Jumisko-Pyykkö et 

al., 2006.)  

Wireless networks add more unpredictability and possibility for errors compared to 

fixed networks. There are methods which attempt to predict audio-visual quality from 

wireless transmission channel parameters. A paper by Chen et al. (2014) proposed a 

new model to evaluate end-user QoE from radio network parameters in LTE networks. 

According to their results, there was a correlation between radio network parameters 

and QoE, and it could be concluded that the service providers would be able to change 

the RAN parameters to improve the QoE. 

4.2 Perceptual video quality in IP-based networks 

The perceptual quality of video transmitted in the IP networks can suffer from 

degradation caused by a number of sources. Examples of such sources are frame errors 

which are caused by packet loss and discarded packets caused by excessive delay, jitter 

or sequencing errors. Packet loss statistics can be on some degree used to predict video 

quality as perceived by viewers, but it is not enough. The same amount of packet loss 

may cause bad distortion or may not even be noticed by the viewers depending on 

which types of video frames were lost. Video quality impairments can also be caused by 

low bitrate or the codec itself during encoding/decoding process. Video content also 

impacts quality. High level of detail or fast motion can be too much for codec or bitrate 

which would otherwise be sufficient. Also subjective factors such as human vision 

reaction time combined with fast motion or high detail video can cause quality of 

experience for the viewer to change under the same network impairment conditions. All 

of these objective and subjective factors must be taken into consideration in order to 

accurately estimate IP video perceptual quality. (Telchemy VQmon, 2016b.) 

For this thesis, we have chosen to use the Telchemy VQmon perceptual video quality 

measurement system. VQmon is a non-intrusive quality measurement software library, 

which can use used to monitor and analyze the performance of network data, video, 

voice and audio in real time. Telchemy claims that “VQmon is highly compact and 

resource efficient, and can be integrated into a wide range of environments including 

routers, mobile handsets, business and residential networking and telecom equipment, 

soft clients and test equipment.” (Telchemy VQmon, 2016a.) In this thesis it will be 
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used together with wireless network measurement system which will be explained later 

in the section 4.3.1. 

4.2.1 Telchemy VQmon 

The traditional way of measuring video quality is to compare the video sequence that 

has been processed by a video system to the original reference video sequence. It is very 

difficult to implement a real-time measurement system using this type of method. It 

would require direct access to the original video and decoded video, and has very high 

computational complexity. Telchemy VQmon’s solution to overcome these challenges 

is to monitor IP-transmission impairments from packet capture to estimate perceptual 

video quality. According to Telchemy VQmon (2016b) “VQmon is a passive 

monitoring technology for estimating transmission quality of voice and video over 

packet technologies by considering the effects of loss bursts and significant burst 

recency in addition to the impairments caused by encoding/decoding technology. 

VQmon provides a rich set of diagnostic data that can be used to help network managers 

identify a variety of problems that could impact the quality of voice and video streams 

and/or service level agreements (SLAs).” This means that we only need to feed packet 

capture data to VQmon and it will calculate MOS, jitter, packet loss and other needed 

parameters automatically for us. VQmon uses deep analysis of packet stream to analyze 

every aspect of the video quality and not just rely on single network impairment like 

packet loss.  

4.3 Network measurement system 

In addition to video quality metrics defined in previous sections, we need to be able to 

measure the radio network properties as well. The radio network measurements are 

essential, so that we are able to reflect the video quality measurement results to certain 

wireless network conditions. The intention is to make measurements in network 

conditions which are roughly the general average in Finland. With the help of radio 

network measurements, it is also possible to reveal how radio network quality affects 

the video quality. 

Several commercial radio network measurement systems exist in the market for GSM, 

WCDMA and LTE cellular networks. These tools are also called field measurement 

tools in some instances. The basic principles and features for all of these tools are 

roughly the same. A typical network measurement systems consists of Global 

Positioning System (GPS), computer hardware, terminal, measurement tools software 

and post-processing software. A GPS is required to properly geolocate measurements 

with a digital map, which is usually integrated in to the measurement tool software. 

Computer hardware can be laptop PC, tablet or a smartphone. Field measurement tool is 

usually meant to be portable so that it can be easily carried around in streets and 

buildings. Heavier equipment can also be installed in cars for drive testing. Terminal, 

which is usually mobile phone (can be also measurement hardware itself) is used to 

collect network measurement parameters. Usually this is normal commercial phone, 

which is somehow modified to produce needed measurements. Measurement tool 

software operates the data-logging features, and in many cases also allows the user to 

display the data in different ways, for example as graphs and on digital maps. Logged 

data can be stored on the computer for further processing. Post-processing software is 

used for offline processing of measurement data for later data analysis, reporting or 

demonstration purposes. (Laiho, Wacker, & Novosad, 2006, p. 448-450.) 
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Network measurement tools are generally used as a part of network optimization and 

planning process. Tools are used to measure and benchmark service availability, quality 

and performance. They can also be used for troubleshooting during network pre-launch 

or to find customer reported problems. Laiho et al. (2006) states that field measurements 

are normal part of the whole network optimization process, where network management 

system data and field measurements together are used to determine the Key 

Performance Indicators (KPI), and hence the QoS of the network. Field measurement 

tool is also an important part of pre-operational network optimization, because at early 

stage there is only a limited amount of performance data available from the network 

elements. (Laiho et al., 2006, p. 451.) 

The network measurement system helps to aim two purposes for this thesis. First, with 

help of GPS and data logging, we are able to geolocate all the radio network and video 

quality measurements and also post-process the data easily after measurements. Second, 

the radio network measurements put video quality measurements in context with the 

network quality. Without knowledge of underlying network, it would be very hard to 

speculate why video quality was good, bad or average. The radio network quality 

therefore gives a baseline where video quality should be within each measurement 

scenario.   

4.3.1 Selected measurement system 

A network measurement system provided by Anite Network Testing was chosen for this 

thesis. Anite Network Testing (Anite Finland Oy) is a Finland based company which 

specializes in wireless network testing solutions. Anite is part of Keysight 

Technologies, a NYSE (KEYS) listed international company focusing on electronics 

and wireless testing equipment. Technology developed by Anite enables mobile 

network operators, service providers, authorities and technology and product 

manufacturers to test, analyze and optimize the efficiency and effectiveness of their 

products and networks. Anite has a complete range of Nemo-branded tools which 

enable collection and analyzing data of network coverage and performance, to automate 

acceptance procedures, and to check that networks are working as planned to ensure that 

customers experience the best-possible service. (Anite Network Testing, 2016a.) 

Nemo Handy is an Android smartphone-based solution for measuring and monitoring 

the air interface of GSM, CDMA, EVDO, WCDMA, LTE and Wi-Fi wireless networks, 

and mobile application QoS/QoE. Nemo Handy features include voice and video quality 

testing, indoor building measurements, HTML testing with real web browser, and live 

map support. Nemo Handy provides customizable user interface and views for real-time 

data visualization. Figure 11 presents the Nemo Handy running on smartphone and 

tablet, and displaying line graph and map data visualization. Nemo Handy offers 

extensive application testing features providing full application level metrics on voice 

calls, voice quality, FTP/HTTP data transfers, HTML browsing, YouTube video 

streaming, video quality testing, Facebook testing, LinkedIn testing, Twitter testing, 

Instagram testing, Dropbox testing, email testing, SMS & MMS messaging, and ping. 

(Anite Network Testing, 2016b.) 
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Figure 11. Nemo Handy software running on a smartphone and tablet. (Anite Network Testing, 

2016b) 

Measurement data recorded by Nemo Handy provides a comprehensive view to the 

radio interface and the quality of the tested applications. Nemo Handy can be used 

either as a regular phone with the application logging in the background, or as an active 

measurement tool with real-time data. Active measurement means that testable 

applications are executed and controlled from inside the Handy. Nemo Handy runs 

completely inside smartphone terminal without any external hardware. Internal GPS 

receiver is used to log geographical coordinates for each measurement result and 

geolocated data can be displayed on Nemo Handy’s map display. (Anite Network 

Testing, 2016b.) 

Nemo Handy produces measurement files in Nemo file format (.nmf) which is ASCII-

based file format especially designed for network measurement logging. All network 

parameters, including signaling messages, are logged and made available for post-

processing with other Anite Network Testing tools like Nemo Outdoor, Nemo Analyze 

and other third party tools. Measurement data can be exported from Nemo Handy either 

by using a data cable, memory card or wireless data transfer. (Anite Network Testing, 

2016b.) 

In this thesis Nemo Handy (version 2.80) was used to passively monitor the network, 

logging the radio network parameters and recording IP packet capture. Linphone client 

was used manually outside Handy application, and video quality metrics were collected 

by Telchemy VQmon perceptual video quality measurement system. The measurement 

results were post-processed using the Nemo Analyze (Anite Network Testing, 2016c) 

and Microsoft Excel applications. 

4.3.2 Measurement devices and test network 

The mobile terminal selected for the measurements was Samsung Galaxy Note4 (SM-

N910F). This is otherwise standard commercial terminal, but firmware has been 

modified by Anite to provide network parameter tracing, IP packet capture and certain 

forcing features. The test terminal can be locked to certain wireless technology and 

frequency band if required. This feature was used in the measurements to lock terminal 

permanently to Long Term Evolution (LTE) network technology. 
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The mobile terminal runs Android 4.2 Jelly Bean operating system and provides very 

good performance and comprehensive feature set characteristic to modern high-end 

smart phones. The terminal support following wireless technologies: 

 LTE FDD 700, 800, 850, 900, 1800, 1900, 2100, AWS, 2600 (E-UTRA bands 

17, 20, 5, 8, 3, 2, 1, 4, 7) / LTE Cat 6 (300/50) 

 WCDMA 850, 900, 1900, 2100 / HSDPA Cat 24 HSUPA Cat 6 (42.2/5.76) 

 GSM Quad-band 

 Wi-Fi A/B/G/N 

Test Network 

Elisa LTE network was chosen as test network. Basically any network operator could 

have been selected, but Elisa was chosen because it is claimed to have best indoor and 

outdoor LTE coverage of Finnish networks based on European Communications 

Engineering (ECE Oy) operator comparison study from fall 2015. LTE coverage was 

measured with scanner with all LTE frequency bands (800/1800/2600 MHz). Based on 

comparison, Elisa's network coverage was the most extensive, TeliaSonera Finland was 

second and DNA third with 110dBm coverage limit value. (ECE, 2015.) 

4.3.3 Selected radio network metrics 

The most important LTE radio network parameters are listed here. These are the 

network parameters that are important in the context of this thesis. The parameters are 

used to define the signal strength and the quality of the LTE network in radio channel 

level. The parameters are carrier RSSI (Receive Strength Signal Indicator), RSRP 

(Reference Signal Received Power), RSRQ (Reference Signal Received Quality) and 

BLER (Block Error Rate). Measured network parameters are also called performance 

indicators or Key Performance Indicators (KPI). These parameters are common way to 

compare radio network performance against some criteria or other networks.  

The 3GPP documentation uses specific names for the logical network elements in the 

LTE network. User Equipment (UE) is the device that end-user uses for communication. 

Typically this is mobile phone, table or a data card. The radio base station in LTE is 

called E-UTRAN Node B (eNodeB). It is in control of all radio related functions in the 

fixed part of the network system. The UE and the eNodeB are required to make physical 

layer measurements of the radio characteristics. (Holma and Toskala, 2009, p. 27.)  It 

means that when a mobile moves from cell to cell and performs cell reselection and 

handover, it has to measure the signal strength and quality of the neighboring cells. In 

LTE network, a UE measures two parameters on reference signal: RSRP (Reference 

Signal Received Power) and RSRQ (Reference Signal Received Quality). The 

measurement definitions are specified in 3GPP document TS 36.214. Measurements are 

also reported to the higher layers of cellular modem and are used for a variety of 

purposes including handovers, inter-system access technology, timing measurements, 

and so on. (Holma and Toskala, 2009, pp. 132-134.) These measurements are also 

logged by the measurement mobile terminal and finally by the Nemo Handy application 

used in this thesis. The LTE radio measurement parameters can be defined in very 

detailed technical terms, which would require a lot of understanding of the LTE and 

cellular technology, but here are somewhat simplified definitions.  

The carrier RSSI measures the average total received power of UE. The total received 

power of the carrier RSSI includes the power from co-channel serving & non-serving 

cells, adjacent channel interference and thermal noise.  
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RSRP is the most basic of the physical layer measurements performed by the UE. 

Knowledge of absolute RSRP provides an essential information about the strength of 

cells from which path loss can be calculated, and used in the algorithms for determining 

the optimum power settings for operating in the network. RSRP parameter describes the 

signal strength of the desired signal, but tells nothing about the quality of the signal. 

This is why RSRQ parameter is usually used in companion with RSRP for quality 

reporting (Rumney, 2013.) The reporting range of RSRP is defined from -140 dBm to -

44 dBm with 1 dB resolution (3GPP TS 36.133 V8.9.0, 2010.) 

RSRQ is type of quality measurement considering also RSSI and the number of used 

Resource Blocks (N). RSRQ indicates the quality of the received reference signal. It is 

defined as (N * RSRP) / (carrier RSSI). The RSRQ measurement provides additional 

information when RSRP is not sufficient for UE to make a reliable handover or cell 

reselection decision. The LTE specification provides an UE the flexibility to use RSRP, 

RSRQ, or both in the handover procedure. (Rumney, 2013.) The reporting range of 

RSRQ is defined from -19.5 dB to -3 dB with 0.5 dB resolution (3GPP TS 36.133 

V8.9.0, 2010.) 

BLER is defined as a long-term average block error rate calculated for the transport 

blocks. One bit error in transport block is enough to make it considered as erroneous. 

The system detects errors in the blocks with very high reliability by using the Cyclic 

Redundancy Check (CRC). (Laiho et al., 2002, p. 76.) A zero percent BLER is not 

usually practical or necessary, because of the extra time it takes to resend blocks with 

errors. Generally, in LTE, adaptive modulation and coding has to ensure that BLER 

stays smaller than 10 %. (Mehlführer, Wrulich, Ikuno, Bosanska, & Rupp, 2009). 

There is no clear or official definition on how RSRP and RSRQ measurements should 

be classified. Usually many vendors have their own classification based on experience 

and customer requirements. Table 1 is sourced from Radio Access Blog (Radio Access 

Blog, 2012), and according to blogger it is originally from an LTE vendor and has been 

compiled during the RF tuning process for a major US operator. There are no rules on 

how various RF conditions are classified, so different tables will exist, but the values 

should be roughly the same as in Table 1. 

Table 1. LTE RF condition classification. 

 

RF condition RSRP (dBm) RSRQ (dB)

Excellent >= -80 >= -10

Good -80 to -90 -10 to -15

Mid Cell -90 to -100 -15 to -20

Cell Edge <= -100 < - 20
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5. Measurements 

This chapter describes the measurements performed to evaluate video quality of 

Linphone VoIP video calls. The measurement plan defines how, where and what kind of 

measurements were performed. Different measurement scenarios were used to simulate 

the actual environment where Linphone will be used with caretaking system for which it 

was selected for. All testing was made in Oulu area on public pedestrian roads and 

office buildings. Software, indoor maps and measurement hardware was provided by 

Anite Finland Oy. 

5.1 Measurement plan 

The basic plan was to test Linphone video quality in different network environment 

scenarios simulating the real-life use of the Linphone with the visual guidance system 

for mobile senior citizen. Two separate Linphone clients were required for these 

measurements. One was a stationary PC-based client connected to Internet using wired 

local area network (LAN). Reliable wired LAN connection ensured that any video 

quality impairments were caused by wireless connection used by the other client. The 

purpose of the stationary client was to answer calls and start video sessions 

automatically. The other Linphone party was the mobile client doing the actual radio 

network and video quality measurements. Selected hardware for this purpose was 

Samsung Galaxy Note4 mobile terminal running Linphone client, Nemo Handy version 

2.80 and Telchemy VQmon.  

Real live video content was used with the Linphone video call. Each of the client users 

kept their face in the camera view and kept talking during the test. Details of the 

Linphone connection and audio/video settings are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Linphone settings for the measurements. 

 

Transport Protocol RTP 

Audio Codec G.711 A-law/PLC 

Video Codec VP8 

Video Resolution VGA (640x480) 

Encryption TLS 

 

Four different scenarios were defined for the measurements. This included two indoor 

scenarios and two outdoor scenarios, both featuring a good and bad LTE radio 

coverages. Indoor scenarios were measured by walking inside the office building and 

outdoor scenarios by walking on the streets. Position data on both scenarios was also 

recorded, so measurement data could be displayed on the digital map. Five 

measurements were made in each scenario to get enough data and reliable statistical 

evidence. The following sections describe the four different measurement scenarios in 

detail presenting the basic information and characteristics of each. Also the basic radio 

network environment of each scenario is presented. 
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5.1.1 Indoor scenario with good coverage 

The first indoor scenario simulated in-building use with good LTE network coverage. 

The tester walked through a pre-planned test route of couple of hundred meters with test 

terminal and measurement took a couple of minutes. Test started with a Linphone voice 

call which was converted to a video call right after it was connected. The radio 

conditions in office building where test was made are very good, and there are no bad 

spots or weak radio signal anywhere. 

Figure 12 represents the measurement route and LTE radio conditions in this scenario. 

Primary cell RSRP based coloring is used to visualize signal level through the test route, 

and it can be seen that almost whole route is covered by very good level.  

  

Figure 12. Map and route of measurement made good indoor LTE coverage. 

Figures 13, 14 and 15 illustrate the distribution of the most important radio network 

measurements in this scenario. There is some variation in RSRP and RSRQ 

measurements, but most of the results present very good network signal level. BLER 

measurements are also very good, 50% of the measurement results being BLER 0%. 

Average values for RSRP, RSRQ and BLER in this scenario based on pre-

measurements were: -86.2 dBm, -6.8 dB and 4.5%. In this scenario we should expect 

very good video quality measurement results if Linphone works as presumed.  
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Figure 13. Primary cell RSRP distribution in good indoor coverage. 

 

Figure 14. Primary cell RSRQ distribution in good indoor coverage. 

 

Figure 15. BLER distribution in good indoor coverage. 

5.1.2 Indoor scenario with poor coverage 

The second indoor scenario simulated in-building use with poor LTE network coverage. 

The test setup is exactly the same as in first scenario, but measurement is performed in 

basement of the office building representing generally bad coverage and overall weak 

LTE radio signal level and quality. Identical Linphone call was made as in good 

coverage scenario. 
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Figure 16 represents the measurement route through basement area. Primary cell RSRP 

based coloring reveals low to average signal level along whole measurement route. 

There are some really bad spots during the route colored in red where service is almost 

lost. 

  

Figure 16. Map and route of measurement performed in poor indoor LTE coverage. 

Figures 17, 18 and 19 illustrate the distribution of the most important radio network 

measurements in basement scenario. The RSRP and RSRQ levels are much worse than 

in the first scenario, but BLER measurements are not showing very much difference. It 

means that network is still able to transmit bits without considerable amount of errors. 

Average values for RSRP, RSRQ and BLER in this scenario based on pre-

measurements were: -112.1 dBm, -8.635 dB and 4.144%. Based on signal level we 

should expect some problems with video quality in this scenario. BLER levels are still 

very good so it might be that error correction is able to fix the physical level errors. 
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Figure 17. Primary cell RSRP distribution in poor indoor scenario. 

 

Figure 18. Primary cell RSRQ distribution in poor indoor scenario. 

 

Figure 19. BLER distribution in poor indoor scenario. 
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5.1.3 Outdoor scenario with good coverage 

The first outdoor scenario simulated outdoor use with good or excellent LTE network 

coverage. Test route was accomplished by walking around large office building in 

Technopolis Peltola campus. Testing was made exactly the same way as in the previous 

scenarios. The radio conditions around the building were very good and there were no 

weak radio signal strength or quality anywhere along the route. The tests were also 

made during Sunday afternoon, so there was presumably not much traffic on the 

network.  

Figure 20 represents the measurement route and LTE radio signal strength in this 

scenario. Primary cell RSRP based coloring is used to visualize signal level through test 

route, and it can be seen that whole route is covered by very good level. There are no 

average or bad spots along the route. 

 

Figure 20. Map and route of measurement made good outdoor LTE coverage. 

Figures 21, 22 and 23 illustrate the distribution of the most important radio network 

measurements in this scenario. Everything looks good and almost the same as in good 

indoor scenario measurements. Average values for RSRP, RSRQ and BLER in this 

scenario based on pre-measurements were: -75.2 dBm, -7.2 dB and 2.4%. In this 

scenario we should also expect very good video quality measurement results.  
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Figure 21. Primary cell RSRP distribution in good outdoor coverage. 

 

Figure 22. Primary cell RSRQ distribution in good outdoor coverage. 

 

Figure 23. BLER distribution in good outdoor coverage. 
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5.1.4 Outdoor scenario with poor coverage 

The second outdoor scenario simulated outdoor use with poor LTE network coverage. 

Test route was located in semi-remote industrial road near some concrete factories in 

Korvenkylä, Oulu. Testing was made by driving in the car around the area, because the 

route was a considerably longer than in previous scenario. The radio conditions in this 

area were generally really poor. The signal strength and quality were both low and also 

BLER values indicated problems in the network. Identical Linphone call was made as in 

other scenarios. 

Figure 24 represents the measurement route and LTE radio signal strength in this 

scenario. Primary cell RSRP based coloring is used to visualize signal level through test 

route, and it can be seen that whole route is covered by average to low level. Looking at 

the RSRP values from figure 22 indicates that levels are actually very close to low -125 

threshold. 

 

Figure 24. Map and route of measurement made poor outdoor LTE coverage. 

Figures 25, 26 and 27 illustrate the distribution of the most important radio network 

measurements in this scenario. Everything indicates poor network signal strength and 

quality, which also shows in BLER measurement. Average values for RSRP, RSRQ and 

BLER in this scenario based on pre-measurements were: -117.1 dBm, -15.45 dB and 

5.2%. In this scenario we should expect some problems in video quality. The 

measurement results depend on how well Linphone can handle long latency, slow 

throughput and possible packet loss.  
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Figure 25. Primary cell RSRP distribution in poor outdoor coverage. 

 

Figure 26. Primary cell RSRQ distribution in poor outdoor coverage. 

 

Figure 27. BLER distribution in poor outdoor coverage. 

5.2 Video quality measurement results 

This section presents the measurement results from described scenarios. Total of twenty 

video quality measurements were performed to get a good understanding on how 
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Linphone performs in different operating scenarios. There were four scenarios and each 

scenario was measured five times. Extensive averaging of measurement results was 

used to filter away random phenomena and non-significant results. We were not 

interested in MOS-V values calculated every second even if it is possible to do with 

Telchemy tool. The averaging gives much more accurate results and actually represents 

the whole user experience better.  

The maximum, minimum and average Video Quality Mean Opinion Score (MOS-V) 

was reported from each measurement. The average of these values reveals the quality of 

video quality in the scenario. The most import measurement is MOS-V average, which 

gives overall quality of video in the given scenario. Interface properties were also 

reported from each measurement. This includes the value of the most important IP-

interface QoS parameters during the measurement: Round-trip delay (RTD), Packet 

delay variation (PDV) jitter, and packet loss percentage. MOS-V average and packet 

loss was also reported together with network QoS parameters: RSRP average, RSRQ 

average and BLER average. The purpose of this is to visualize how changes in radio 

network environment affect overall IP-interface QoS and eventually end-user QoE. 

5.2.1 Service availability 

Total of 40 Linphone video calls were made for the pre-measurements, radio network 

verification and finally for the video quality measurements. The fixed end client was set 

to automatically answer incoming calls initiated by the mobile terminal. It was a 

positive observation that call went through every time and was answered by Linphone 

running on laptop computer. There were one incident when Linphone running on laptop 

stopped working in the middle of the call and did not recover. Linphone had to be 

restarted manually to be able to continue testing. There were also seven calls which 

started normally but video picture was not shown, only a black screen was seen. This is 

quite a lot and affects service usability and availability remarkably. Based on packet 

capture analysis, the incoming video stream is really missing but the outgoing video 

stream is present. This is probably some kind of defect in the Windows version of the 

Linphone. Table 3 represents the overall service statistics. 

Table 3. Call statistics from all measurements made for the thesis. 

 

5.2.2 Indoor results 

The measurements of two indoor scenarios indicated big difference between measured 

radio parameters and IP-network interface properties, but surprisingly little differences 

on MOS-V values. Remarkable is that there was considerable amount of packet loss in 

poor coverage scenario, but still average video quality was only 0.16 MOS units apart 

within these two scenarios. Figure 28 presents the results from the measurements 

performed in good indoor coverage. MOS-V average is 3.44, which can be considered a 

good value. The video quality perceived by tester also confirms this. There were no 

noticeable delay, blockiness during the video call and video resolution stayed on the 

original level all the time. There were couple of 1-2 second pauses on video stream, but 

that did not affect the overall user experience. The video quality results for good 

coverage test were pretty much as expected based on radio environment. 

Attempted Connected Failed Dropped No video No audio

40 40 0 1 7 0

% 100 0 2.5 17.5 0
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Figure 28. Measured video quality and interface properties from good coverage indoor 
scenario.  

Figure 29 presents the results from the measurements performed in poor indoor 

coverage. MOS-V average is 3.28, which is surprisingly only slightly lower than in the 

first test scenario. Most of the time video quality was as good as in previous scenario, 

but there were some spots with problems. The packet loss rate is a lot higher than in 

good coverage scenario, and presented values are averages, so there were some spots 

with higher momentary packet loss rates. MOS-V min values also confirm this, as they 

are clearly a lot lower than in good coverage. Overall video quality was still acceptable 

despite of really weak radio conditions. Also there never were any problems of calls 

dropping or not connecting. 

 

 

Figure 29. Measured video quality and interface properties from poor coverage indoor scenario.  

Figure 30 shows some of the impairments seen on poor indoor scenario. The pictures 

are screenshots taken during the actual measurement. Blockiness means box-shaped 

artefacts seen on video. Blockiness is usually the result of a low bit rate coding that uses 

a block matching algorithm for the motion estimation and some quantization algorithm. 

Blur is a distortion characterized by loss of fine detail at contour edges and smearing of 

sharp edges. Jerkiness cannot be seen on the pictures, but it means frozen pictures and 

Video Quality Interface Properties

Test # MOS-V min MOS-V max MOS-V avg RTD (ms) PDV Jitter (ms) Packet Loss (%)

1 2.76 2.95 2.76 144.00 7.63 0.0278

2 3.19 3.83 3.59 180.00 10.38 0.0412

3 3.19 4.26 4.02 146.00 9.56 0.0365

4 3.37 3.62 3.37 149.00 6.50 0.0545

5 2.99 3.91 3.46 158.00 5.06 0.0436

Total average 3.10 3.71 3.44 155.40 7.83 0.0407

Video Quality Network Properties Interface Properties

Test # MOS-V avg RSRP avg RSRQ avg BLER avg Packet Loss (%)

1 2.76 -78.96 -6.40 2.651 0.0278

2 3.59 -79.05 -6.67 2.986 0.0412

3 4.02 -78.90 -6.97 3.645 0.0365

4 3.37 -78.03 -6.29 2.666 0.0545

5 3.46 -77.95 -6.48 2.818 0.0436

Total average 3.44 -78.58 -6.56 2.95 0.0407

Video Quality Interface Properties

Test # MOS-V min MOS-V max MOS-V avg RTD (ms) PDV Jitter (ms) Packet Loss (%)

1 2.04 3.99 3.74 172.00 9.50 0.6580

2 2.18 3.00 2.76 189.00 4.31 0.5838

3 2.43 3.13 3.02 276.00 6.25 1.7398

4 2.78 3.52 3.27 169.00 10.00 2.4477

5 2.80 3.98 3.63 223.00 9.13 3.0659

Total average 2.45 3.52 3.28 205.80 7.84 1.6990

Video Quality Network Properties Interface Properties

Test # MOS-V avg RSRP avg RSRQ avg BLER avg Packet Loss (%)

1 3.74 -110.09 -9.82 3.288 0.6580

2 2.76 -109.51 -9.47 3.310 0.5838

3 3.02 -110.69 -10.00 3.243 1.7398

4 3.27 -110.98 -10.38 3.589 2.4477

5 3.63 -111.04 -10.07 4.358 3.0659

Total average 3.28 -110.46 -9.95 3.56 1.6990
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jerky unsmooth motion. All of these impairments were seen momentarily, but not so 

much that video would have become useless. These impairments are reflected clearly in 

MOS-V minimum values but not so much on average. Overall video quality results 

were better than expected in such a low quality radio network environment. 

 

Figure 30. Effects of packet loss and delay to the video quality. 

5.2.3 Outdoor results 

The measurements of two outdoor scenarios presented extremely good and extremely 

bad radio conditions. An average RSRP is ranging from -75 to -117 between these 

measurements. According to 3GPP TS 36.133 V8.9.0 (2010), RSRP levels for usable 

signal typically range from about -75 dBm close in to an LTE cell site to -120 dBm at 

the edge of LTE coverage. This means that in these scenarios we are really close to the 

best and worst possible radio conditions. This was clearly indicated also in video quality 

results. 

Figure 31 presents the results from the measurements performed in good outdoor 

coverage. MOS-V average is 3.77, which is a very good result. This probably the best 

possible quality this system can offer. The video quality was close to perfect during all 

of the measurements. Impairment were neither perceived by the tester during the 

measurements, and this is also reflected in MOS-V minimum values, with average of 

3.68, which is very close to MOS-V total average. We expected very good video quality 

results from this scenario and Linphone was able to offer it.   
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Figure 31. Measured video quality and interface properties from good coverage outdoor 
scenario.  

Figure 32 presents the results from the measurements performed in poor outdoor 

coverage. MOS-V average is 2.31, which is much lower than in any other scenario. The 

problems are indicated in all measurement parameters. The most obvious is the round-

trip delay (RTD) showing average of 784 ms in this scenario. The average BLER is also 

higher than normal, but packet loss rate is really not very high, so most probably 

problems are caused by low throughput and long delays. Video quality was acceptable 

maybe half of the time during the measurements. All possible impairments including 

blockiness, jerkiness and blur was seen. There were also severe problems with audio 

cutting and distorting. Clearly the Linphone video call is not usable anymore in radio 

network conditions this bad. Positive thing was that there never were any problems of 

calls dropping or not connecting. 

 

 

Figure 32. Measured video quality and interface properties from poor coverage outdoor 
scenario.  

 

 

Video Quality Interface Properties

Test # MOS-V min MOS-V max MOS-V avg RTD (ms) PDV Jitter (ms) Packet Loss (%)

1 3.32 3.57 3.42 139.00 7.75 0.0326

2 3.96 4.21 3.98 133.00 6.81 0.0427

3 3.55 3.78 3.70 142.00 7.94 0.3560

4 3.73 3.97 3.83 165.00 6.06 0.0336

5 3.90 4.14 3.90 143.00 7.38 0.0258

Total average 3.69 3.93 3.77 144.40 7.19 0.0981

Video Quality Network Properties Interface Properties

Test # MOS-V avg RSRP avg RSRQ avg BLER avg Packet Loss (%)

1 3.42 -74.79 -7.18 2.486 0.0326

2 3.98 -75.44 -7.16 2.191 0.0427

3 3.70 -74.77 -6.77 2.450 0.3560

4 3.83 -74.48 -6.98 2.601 0.0336

5 3.90 -74.81 -7.32 2.231 0.0258

Total average 3.77 -74.86 -7.08 2.39 0.0981

Video Quality Interface Properties

Test # MOS-V min MOS-V max MOS-V avg RTD (ms) PDV Jitter (ms) Packet Loss (%)

1 1.92 2.13 2.00 245.00 5.13 0.0492

2 1.61 2.08 1.86 916.00 7.50 0.0431

3 3.09 3.17 3.09 815.00 10.44 0.0369

4 1.07 1.99 1.72 989.00 5.69 0.5279

5 2.66 3.05 2.87 955.00 9.06 0.0970

Total average 2.07 2.48 2.31 784.00 7.56 0.1508

Video Quality Network Properties Interface Properties

Test # MOS-V avg RSRP avg RSRQ avg BLER avg Packet Loss (%)

1 2.00 -116.53 -15.17 4.847 0.0492

2 1.86 -116.54 -14.70 5.112 0.0431

3 3.09 -118.15 -16.26 4.942 0.0369

4 1.72 -118.10 -16.38 5.204 0.5279

5 2.87 -117.93 -16.82 5.755 0.0970

Total average 2.31 -117.45 -15.86 5.17 0.1508
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6. Measurement Analysis 

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the measurement results, give some additional 

information from the collected data, and also present some criticism about the 

measurements. Total of over 500 megabytes of data was collected while doing 

measurement for this thesis. This data includes the Nemo Handy measurement files, 

packet capture files and result files produced by the Telchemy VQmon system. In this 

thesis we mainly concentrated on video quality results, few radio network parameters 

and couple of QoS metrics, but there is lots of other interesting information available. 

Few selected pieces of information from data will be revealed in this chapter. 

6.1 Results analysis 

Based on measurement results it can be concluded that Linphone indeed provides good 

VoIP video call service availability, quality and end-user experience in most commonly 

available LTE network environments. Only the extremely bad coverage near the edge of 

usable signal level caused bad problems on video quality. Video quality was usable with 

only momentary impairments and slightly worse frame rate also in very difficult indoor 

basement environment. This was a positive surprise, because a lot more problems were 

expected in that scenario.  

These results can be generalized to cover also other cellular network technologies than 

LTE, providing similar radio network quality. GSM/GPRS networks are most likely too 

slow for any kind of real-time video communication, but WCDMA networks with 

similar capabilities would most probably give the similar results. The video quality on 

WCDMA cellular networks were not measured in this thesis, because of limited time 

and resources, and because WCDMA is legacy technology which LTE will be widely 

replacing in the future. Based on measurements the throughput requirements for the 

video calls were not very high. In the outdoor scenario with extremely good coverage 

and highest video frame rate, the bandwidth required was only 514 kbps average and 

2252 kbps maximum. 

The biggest overall problem with Linphone was calls without incoming video to mobile 

terminal on 17.5% of calls made. This is quite high percentage and really affects the 

usability of the service. This problem appeared in both good and poor radio network 

scenarios, so it has nothing to do with the quality of the network. This is probably some 

bug, client interoperability issue or hardware interfacing problem, which will be 

hopefully fixed in the future. 

6.2 Video quality degradation source analysis 

The sources of video quality degradation can be estimated by using the data provided by 

the Telchemy library. It can offer following video stream degradation sources: packet 

loss, packet discard, codec quantization, codec bandwidth, resolution, frame rate, GoP 

length, available bandwidth and delay. The VQmon records degradation information at 

the same time as it is making MOS analysis. Figure 33 presents the data from poor 

coverage indoor and outdoor scenarios where most of the problems were recorded. The 

absolute value of degradation source is not meaningful because the number depends 

directly on stream length and MOS sampling frequency. The relative number of 
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degradation source compared to other sources is what counts. Based on these numbers 

the codec quantization is the most significant source of video quality degradation 

recorded in these measurements.     

 

Figure 33. Sources of degradation in poor coverage scenarios. 

Quantization in video compression is a process that attempts to determine what 

information can be discarded without a significant loss in visual detail. The quantization 

process is called lossy because some information is always lost in many-to-one mapping 

process. With quantization, the video codec tries to lower the bitrate required by the 

video stream. Because of the lossy nature of this process, the quantization stage is 

mainly responsible for any visual artifact and quality degradation that is caused by the 

video codec. Other possibilities for codec to lower required bitrate are to lower the 

video resolution or frame rate. (What-when-how.com, 2016.) These sources of 

degradation also present some significance in Figure 30.  

6.3 Critique on measurements 

The validity of research refers to how well a study measures what it was meant to 

measure. Reliability is the degree of which an assessment tools produce consistent and 

repeatable results. The research dependability is a combination of these two. (Vilkka, 

2007.) The selection of measurement scenarios for this thesis might introduce some 

sampling error to the results. There were good, extremely good, bad and extremely bad 

radio environment scenarios, but maybe average or below normal scenario should have 

been there as well. On the other hand, the amount of measurements made in each 

scenario and heavy use of averaging increase the validity of results. Another problem 

might be that measurements were performed only on LTE network. This decision was 

made only because of time constraints. Each different technology would have required 

another set of field measurements and post-processing. To make a complete assessment 

of the solution with all possible wireless technologies in varying conditions would have 

been a huge effort. The selected method of measuring video quality only in LTE 

network leaves some possibility for criticism and speculation, but also opens 

possibilities for further studies.  

Another problem with measurements is the MOS scale and tools that produce MOS 

results. Haugdahl (2008) presents some problems associated with MOS voice quality 
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measurement in his blog, but same problems concern video quality as well. Haugdahl 

states that computer based versions of MOS measurement tools simulate how a group of 

real listeners would rate the quality of a call. The problem according to Haugdahl is the 

lack of consistency of MOS scores reported by various packet analysis tools. The same 

packet trace analyzed with different tools gave him MOS scores of 3.0 and 3.8 for the 

exact same call. He himself thought that other call sounded pretty good and rated it 2.8, 

and a call he thought was worse was rated at 3.4. The actual problem is the lack of real 

standards on how MOS scores should be calculated, and also because the whole MOS 

metric is based on opinion, the subjective assessment is reflected in results as well, no 

matter if they are computer generated scores. Haugdahl suggests that it would be best to 

rate the calls under different real network conditions and establish a baseline of MOS 

scores with analyzer used. In this thesis we used MOS values produced by Telchemy 

tool directly. These values cannot be taken as absolute truth, but they give a picture of 

level of quality that was available. Based on the video quality perceived by the author 

during the tests by looking at the live video, the MOS results reported seem realistic.  
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7. Conclusions and Discussion 

This study surveyed the privacy, security and quality of Internet-based communication 

solutions. Understanding the issues associated with security problems requires 

understanding of VoIP protocols, various network components and encryption 

algorithms. Several security problems related to VoIP traffic was discovered, and it 

turned out that overcoming these issues is important but not necessarily very easy. The 

utilization of open standards such as TLS, SIPS, SRTP and ZRTP can however, 

significantly reduce the security risks and improve the privacy, and in the best case help 

to provide a very high level of security and privacy. The research stages suggested by 

Järvinen (2004) were used in the evaluation process. The Pugh concept selection 

process (Pugh, 1981) helped to choose the best candidate for the quality measurements. 

Quality testing was performed with classical quantitative methodology, first describing 

the variables and metrics, then doing the actual measurements and finally reporting the 

results and findings. 

The evaluation and comparison of available services gave a positive view on security 

and privacy of the modern VoIP services. All of the solution candidates in the 

comparison included the encryption of the media transport and also other important 

security features. It was also positive to find two completely open source based 

products, which also were very good and fully functional. This means that there are real 

options for the products made by the big corporations with lots of resources. From the 

security perspective, open source is a huge advantage, as it allows an objective, 

transparent and continuous evaluation of security solutions. 

Based on solution comparison, the Linphone was chosen as the best candidate for 

further quality testing in wireless network. Security and privacy features of the 

Linphone are the best technology available, and based on the security analysis, they 

function well and as designed. User can select Transport Secure Layer (TLS) protocol 

for the SIP session encryption and Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) or 

Secure Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTP) optionally enhanced with Zimmermann’s 

ZRTP key-agreement protocol for media protection. Video quality measurements 

performed on four different scenarios revealed that Linphone was able to provide very 

good and stable video quality in good radio network conditions, and still maintain 

usable and satisfactory video quality in very bad radio environment. Service quality and 

availability statistics also indicate that Linphone is mature and well working system that 

is mostly problem free and provides good service availability and stability. 

Returning to the research question, it can therefore be concluded that on the basis of this 

study, it is strongly indicated that it is possible for an individual or small business to 

protect their communications effectively and inexpensively. Products which improve 

privacy and security are easily available, they are mature and ready to be used. 

Linphone as the selected best product can be highly recommended for any product or 

project in need for a secure, high quality Internet-based communication solution. 

Linphone was eventually used in the teleguidance system for senior citizen system built 

by Korvala and Raappana (2015) research, and it can be recommended to any further 

research in this area. This thesis proves that Linphone is applicable in contemporary 

cellular networks and can be trusted in varied wireless network environments.  
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The subject could also be studied further. It would be interesting to evaluate the security 

of products by exposing them to a variety of attacks mentioned, or examine how well 

the products selected for comparison really manage to protect communication against 

hacking attempts. Also evaluation of different video codecs, resolutions and 

configurations to find the best possible quality would provide useful information. The 

video quality measurement could be expanded to all known network technologies and 

maybe also switching between Wi-Fi and cellular networks while in call. Recent 

revelations of eavesdropping, spying and general lack of privacy will certainly increase 

interest in this subject, so certainly we shall see new products and services to improve 

our privacy in the future. 
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